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Abstract 
This thesis is the report of a lattice calculation of the matrix elements relevant to 
leptonic and seiiii-leptonic decays of heavy mesons. The simulations were run in 
quenched lattice QCD at two values of the coupling 0, using a non-perturbatively 
improved action. 
The theoretical formalism of Lattice QCD and Heavy Quark Effective Theory 
is introduced. Decay constants of B and D mesons are calculated. The form 
factors relevant to the B -+ D*1, i  decay are calculated and used to extract the 
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Notation 
In this, work, the natural units have been used: 
it = c=1 
The signature choice for the Minkowski metric tensor was: 
- — g = diag(1, —1, —1,-1) 
Four vectors are written with the notation: 
= (t,) 
while the scalar product of two of them is written as: 
vtv = v to = 	= VtV - 
where, as usual, Einstein's summation rule is assumed. The following notation is 
adopted: 
= 
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At energy scales up to those accessible in modern particle accelerators, the Stan-
clard Model (SM) [1] is currently believed to he the most accurate theory which 
describes particles and interactions, with gravity as the only exception. This is 
not a major problem, since gravity is not expected to have any sizable effect at 
the energy scales that are described by the Standard Model. 
The Standard Model has a number of unknown parameters which have to be 
extracted from experimental data. An accurate knowledge of these parameters is 
very important, since it puts severe validity limits on the Standard Model itself 
and helps in understanding where to look for hints of physics beyond it. One of 
the most interesting issues is for example that of CP violation, which is related to 
the observed baryon - anti-baryon asymmetry of the universe. Can the Standard 
Model account for all the observed CP violation? If not, what is the new physics? 
This problem is directly related to the nature of some of the unknown parameters 
of the SM: the elements of the CKIVI matrix [2, 3], i.e. the matrix that governs 
the mixing of civark flavours. There are currently several experimental facilities 
working on the measurement of these unknown parameters. 
it is well known that QCD has many purely non-perturhative aspects, like con- 
1 
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finement, and that it is not possible to study them within perturbation theory: 
Q CD has an intrinsic energy scale below which the coupling becomes too big to 
be used as a perturbative series expansion parameter. A way to look at these 
aspects is to put the field theories on a lattice, i.e. on a finite grid in Euclidean 
space. In this formulation, field theories have a large but finite number of degrees 
of freedom, and therefore can be simulated on computers. Nonetheless, at the 
accessible scales, space-time is a continuum; this means that one needs to extrap-
olate all the quantities calculated on the lattice to the limit in which the lattice 
spacing vanishes. This is usually done by calculating the same quantity on a set 
of differently spaced lattices. 
It is very important to have control over the uncertainties of a lattice calculation, 
since there are several sources of error. First of all, one gets errors due to the 
fact that the size of the lattice is finite; second, one gets errors proportional to 
powers of the lattice spacing, that vanish only in the continuum limit. Since 
the path integrals of the field theory are replaced with Monte Carlo averages, 
one also gets statistical errors, depending on the number of gauge field configu-
rations one is averaging over. In order to produce a larger ensemble to average 
over, or to reduce the lattice spacing, or to make the lattice larger, one needs 
increasingly powerful computer resources, since the tasks become more and more 
computationally expensive. 
Nonetheless, it is possible to take advantage of one of the features of lattice field 
theory to reduce the uncertainties in a more economic way. At a given non-zero 
lattice spacing, there is not a unique definition for the action; the only recjuirernent 
is that all the candidates must agree in the continuum limit. Therefore, it is 
possible to implement a technique called improvement, which has the purpose of 
removing all the errors of a given power of the lattice spacing, leaving only the 
errors of higher powers of the lattice spacing. This is achieved by adding to the 
action and to the operators of the theory suitable terms that do not compromise 
the continuum limit, but are tuned to absorb all the errors of the chosen order. 
Another source of systematic errors is the so-called quenched approximation, 
which consists in neglecting the cuark-antiquark virtual loops. This is done to 
avoid the task of calculating the determinant of the fermionic matrix at each 
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Monte Carlo step, which is computationally very expensive. 
Since lattice QCD provides a rigorous definition QCD, it is possible to calcu-
late with it quantities such as masses and matrix elements from first principles. 
Lattice QCD becomes very important also in all those situations in which the 
non-perturhati ye effects become dominant. 
The new experimental facilities (BaBar, Belle [4, 5. 6, 7]) which study heavy 
quark systems will provide crucial data for testing the Standard Model, and it 
is reasonable to assume that a great deal of information can he gained from the 
coml)ination of experimental and lattice theoretical data. In fact, the differential 
decay rates of mesons, which are measured experimentally, depend on two un-
known quantities: a hadronic matrix element, and a CIKM matrix element. Since 
it is possible to calculate the hadronic matrix element on the lattice, one can 
combine experimental and lattice data to extract the CKM matrix element. The 
hadronic matrix elements are parametrisecl with a set of functions of the recoil 
energy known as form factors, that can be extracted on the lattice. 
One of the most interesting areas of phenomenological particle physics is the 
study of the decays of B mesons. Lattice QCD can provide a good estimate of 
B meson decay matrix elements starting from first principles. For example, the 
decay constant .fB,  which describes the leptonic decay of a B meson, is related to 
the issue of CP violation, and was calculated in this work. Another interesting 
possibility is the lattice analysis of the form factors for the B - D*1i, semi-
Ieptomc decay. This decay is used in the extraction of the modulus of the 
CIKM matrix element governing the mixing of b and c quarks. 
1.2 The Standard Model 
The Standard Model is a fundamental theory of the elementary constituents of 
matter and their interactions, with gravity as the only exception . According to 
it, the building blocks of matter are civarks  and leptons; in turn, these parti-
cles interact among themselves via the exchange of gauge bosons. These hosons 
mediate three of the four fundamental interactions: elect ro-magneti c, weak, and 
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strong. These bosons are the massless photon and gluons and the massive W± 
and Z particles. The underlying mathematical structure is the gauge group: 
S'Uc(3)0SU(2)L0U(1)y . 	 (1.1) 
The labels "C", "L" and "Y" indicate colour, left-hand and hyper-charge. This 
symmetry is spontaneously broken into 
SU(3) 0 U(1) Q 
	 (1.2) 
via the Higgs mechanism, through which the fermions and the weak interaction 
bosons acquire mass (Q is the electric charge). There is evidence of three gener-
ations of civarks  and leptons. The scheme is the following: 





down 	strange 	ttom 
) 	
(1.3) 
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Recent experiments suggest that the neutrinos are not massless as it was com-
monly believed [8, 9]. 
1.3 Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) 
Q CD, the theory of strong interactions that describes the quarks and their bound 
states, the hacirons, is based on the colour symmetry SU(3). This simply means 
that the QCD Lagrangian is constructed to be invariant under a local SU(3) 
transformation: 
(x) —~ G(x)b(x) 	 (1.5) 
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where C is anelement of SU(3), the group of 3 x 3 matrices that satisfy: 
GtG = 1 	 (1.6) 
det(C) = 1 . 	 (1.7) 
According to the principle of causality ; there cannot be any relation between the 
complex phases that multiply fields in separated points of space-time. Such a 
relation would require the propagation of signals at infinite speed. 
C = G(x) = ezO(x)Ta 
; 	
( 1.8) 
where O a (X) are arbitrary smooth functions of space-time points and the T ma-
trices are the generators of 5U(3) that satisfy: 
[Ta . T&] = j.fabcTC . 	 (1.9) 
The Dirac Lagrangian (used to describe civarks): 
= (i'yD, - 
is invariant under g101)al 5U(3) transformations ; but not under local ones. In 
order to have a Lagrangian that is invariant under a local SU(3) transformation 
(or ; in general ; SU(N)) ; one must replace the common space-time derivatives 
with covariant derivatives; as is done in the general theory of relativity: 
D IL = Ot, - igA,,  
where 
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A,(x) = Aj()T a .  
The fields A,, which are also SU(3) matrices, will he identified (after quantisa-
tion) with the gluons (in the case of QED, they describe photons). It is interesting 
to notice that these fields do have a geometric interpretation. At each point in 






= green(x) 	. 	 ( 1.12) 
I'hIue(X) ) 
This means that there is a three-dimensional vector space attached to each point 
x. At each point in space-time, the basis of the vector space can be chosen 
differently: the colour quantum number is not an observable. Therefore, in order 
to subtract two fields at infinitesimally close points, i.e. to calculate derivatives, 
one must use parallel transport. If Tx is the three-dimensional colour vector space 
attached to the space-time point x, parallel transport is a function defined along 
a continuous and differentiable path P from x to y: 
Fp(x,y) : T —+ T, 	 (1.13) 
such that 
F'(x,y)(y), o (x) 
are defined on the same basis and can be subtracted. The covariant differential 
can now be defined as follows, on a straight line connecting x and x + dx: 
D(x) 	['(x,x + clx)(x + (lx) — (x)  
By definition, F must satisfy: 
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F(x,x)(x) =b(x). 	 (1.15) 
Therefore, for an infinitesimal displacement dx, the F function, known as the 
comparator, can be written as: 
F(x,dx) = 1 + igA,(x)dx 	 (1.16) 
in terms of a new set of fields A(x). The covariant differential is now written as: 
D,(x) dx . 	 (1.17) 
it is easy to see that one recovers the definition given in (1.10). The gauge 
transformation G(x) corresponds to a change of basis for the three-dimensional 
colour vector space at each x, and therefore rp must transform according to: 
Fp(x,y) 	C( x )Fp ( x , y)Gt( y). 	 (1.18) 
By considering again an infinitesimal displacement along a straight line, it is 
possible to show that, under C(x), the gauge fields A(x) transform according 
to: 
All - GALC - (DCt)C. 	 (1.19) 
Now, the most general gauge invariant object one can build using the A(x) fields 
is the \'Vilson 1001)  on a closed path P 
l'Vp = P exp {zg j A,(x) dx 1 } , 	 ( 1.20) 
where P denotes path ordering. If s is the parameter that specifies the position 
along the path P, the products of fields in the expansion of (1.20) are ordered 
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with .s. From this result, it is possible to derive an SU(3) invariant action for the 
gauge fields, the Yang-Mills gauge action: 
SYM = f d4xF2,  
where F2 = paw Fa  and: 
FLU = 	- 	- 9fa' 	 (1.22) 
This field strength tensor is very similar to the field tensor of electromagnetism, 
the main difference being the non linear gluon-gluon interaction term, which arises 
from the non-abelian nature of SU(3). 
1.4 The Weak Sector 
Many of the less-known parameters of the Standard Model are related to the weak 
interactions. In particular the Cahibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix (CKM), that 
describes how the quarks couple to the 11/, is still under-determined. The current 
that describes the weak interaction of civarks  can be written as: 
(1 
.tg2 	-' = —7 (u,c,tyy(1 Y5)VCKM .5 
b 
(1.23) 
The CIKM matrix describes the mixing of quark flavours: 
Vud K. V L b 




/ s Vtb 
In other words, the mass eigenstates do not coincide with the weak interaction 
eigenstates. This niatrix has to be unitary, and it is defined up to a phase that 
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one can absorb in a re-definition of the quark fields. Thus, it is possible to write 
it using 4 independent parameters, following Wolfenstein [10]: 
	
( 	1 	 ) 	AA(p - vii) '\ 
VbKM = 	- 	1 - 2 /2 	AA 2 	J + O(), 	(1.25) A)3(1 - p - ii7) 	—A\ 2 	1 
where " = IV.5 	0.22. It is interesting to note that a unitarity violation in 
the CIKM matrix would he a signal of new quark-lepton generations. The CKM 
parameters are not predicted by the SM, and have to he measured or extracted 
by combining experimental input and computer simulations. Fortunately this 
goal, if not easy, is still achievable because of the extremely rich phenomenology 
of the weak decays. As a matter of fact, a precise knowledge of the elements of 
the CIKM matrix is very important, since it would permit us to test several of 
the most interesting issues of the SM: CP violation, presence of new generations 
and, ultimately, new physics. 
1.5 Weak decays of heavy-light mesons 
This section is a brief introduction to the leptonic and semni-leptonic decays of 
heavy-light mesons, e.g. of mesons composed of a heavy quark Q and a light 
antiquark q [11, 12, 13]. More detailed discussions follow in Chapters 5 and 6. 
Leptonic and semi-leptonic decays of mesons are realised through the interaction 
of a civark  current and a T'V boson. At the lowest order, the diagram involved in 
leptonic decays is shown in Figure (1.1). 




this process can he described using an effective theory, due to Fermi, in which 
the amplitude takes the form: 





Figure 1.1: Leptonic decay of a meson 
M = 	VQq LH, 	 (1.27) 
where: 
• CF is Fermi's constant; 
• VQ q  is the CKM angle describing the mixing of the quarks Q, q; 
• Lb, = ly,(1 - -y 5 )ui is the leptonic current; 
• H 	(A/i'JM) is the hadronic matrix element: M and lvi' indicate the 
initial and final state mesons respectively. 
Equation (1.27) implies that experimental input (cross sections, decay rates) can 
be used together with lattice calculations (Hp) to extract elements of the CKM 
matrix. 
The current J'(x) is defined by: 
J(x) 	Q(x)y(1 - y 5 )q(x)  
The leptonic current is calculal)le in perturbation theory. The hadronic matrix 
element, though, contains the non-perturhative information about the decay pro- 
cess. It describes the confinement process that hinds the quarks inside hadrons. 
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In other words, in order to extract physical information from leptonic and semi-
leptonic decays, one must be able to disentangle the effects of the weak and 
the strong interactions. This is not a trivial task, but definitely an important 
one. Lattice methods are among the possible ways to evaluate hadronic matrix 
elements. 
1.5.1 Leptonic decays 
The purely lep tonic decay of a meson A'I takes the general form: 
All --~ W 1 	 (1.29) 
In this case, all the non-perturbative information is contained in a single quantity 









A L (x) = 	(x)-yy 5 q(x) 
The corresponding hadronic matrix elements are pararnetrised according to: 
(0IA,(0)lP(ji)) = ifpp 	 (1.32) 
JVJ?, (0IV(0)IV(€)) = 
.fv 
where jP(j) is the state of a pseudoscalar meson with momentum 15 ,  V(e)) is 
the state of a vector meson with polarisation e and A4'V is the mass of the vector 
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meson. The pseudoscalar and vector decay constants, fp and fv,  have different 
definitions for historical reasons: fp has the dimensions of a mass, while fv  is a 
dimensionless number. 
Other combinations vanish. To see this, it's sufficient to remember that the axial 
and the vector currents have opposite parity: 
(OIA,LIV) = (OPPtA IL PPtV) = 	 (1.33) 
= -(OlAIV) = 0 
where the invariance of the vacuum state under parity transformations was used. 
1.5.2 Serni-leptonic decays 
Semi-leptonic decays of mesons have hadrons in the final state: 
Al[ -~ A4'1i7 
	
(1.34) 
The hacironic matrix element is more coinpiex than in the purely leptonic case: 
= (M'(i)IJ114- (75) , 	 (1.35) 
where p and k are the initial and final state momenta respectively. Symmetry 
arguments (including Lorentz transformations) permit one to parametrise the 
matrix elements in terms of functions of the momentum transfer q = k - p. The 
forni of these parametrisations depends on the cluantum  numbers of the initial 
and final states. In the case in which both IVI and are pseudoscalar mesons, 
the matrix elements are written as: 
2 (M'()IV 	MQ (0)I5) = F(q)(k+p)P+FI(q2)(k_p) 	(1.36) 
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Another interesting class of decays is that in which the initial hadron is a pseu-
closcalar and the final hadron is a vector meson. In this case, the parametrisation 
is, in terms of the momenta and the polarisation vector: 
(M'(k, c)[7(0)I1VI(i)) = 
	 (1.37) 
= C(q2)f* +CA2 (q2 )p + CA3 (q2 )k 
the functions F(q2 ), G(q2 ) are known as form factors. 
1.6 Overview 
This work is organised as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 describe the basic elements 
of lattice QCD, and the methods which are used to extract physical information. 
[mprovement techniques and smearing methods are discussed. Chapter 4 is a 
brief introduction to Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET). Chapter 5 contains 
the results of a calculation of decay constants of B and D mesons. Chapter 6 
contains an introduction to the calculation of the form factors of the B - D*1, 1 
decay, with results. 
Chapter 2 
Introduction to Lattice QCD 
This chapter is meant to be a brief introduction to lattice QCD and to the lattice 
technology that was involved in this thesis' calculations. For a detailed exposition, 
see [14, 15]. 
2.1 Euclidean space 
It is ciuite natural to define quantum field theory (QFT) in the Minkowski space-
time of special relativity. Nonetheless, for several practical reasons, when study-
ing field theories numerically, it is preferable to work in an Euclidean space-time, 
essentially R". Euclidean space is related to the Minkowski space-time by a Wick 
rotation, which replaces time with an imaginary valued variable: 
= - 4 , 4 ix x E R . 	 (2.1) 
It is possible to reformulate field theory in an Euclidean space-time, with due 
consideration to the conditions that make it possible to continue analytically any 
Green's function of the theory under study to the usual Minkowski space. Several 
of the quantities involved in any QFT take a different form in an Euclidean space-
time. For instance the action, which is the starting point of any field theory, is 
14 
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related to the Minkowski space version by: 
	
SE = - ' SM 
	
(2.2) 
This will have an important effect in the evaluation of the theory's Green's func-
tions, since it involves the transformation: 
(2.3) 
The first of these two exponentials is strongly oscillating and thus difficult to 
handle and to integrate, while the second is just an exponential decay. It will 
also be necessary to introduce Euclidean Dirac gamma matrices, which satisfy: 
i E E 	c 
l'Y'Y3J = Uc3 
and are related to the usual Minkowski matrices by: 
i-y T = — 	, 
E_ IV! 	M 
Y4 	Yo —Y4 
2.2 The lattice 
The lattice is a hypercubic grid in a four dimensional Euclidean space. For the 
purposes of this work, one can choose this grid to be equally spaced in all four 
directions. Thus, if the spacing is a, the lattice is: 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
A={xER4 :x/aEZJL=1 ... 4}. 	 (2.6) 
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Consequently, as long as the lattice extension is finite, the number of degrees of 
freedom of a field theory is going to be large but finite. In this work, the number 
of lattice sites, L, was the same, in all spatial directions. The extension in the 
time direction is denoted by T. 
Considering a generic function f(x) defined on the Euclidean space, it is possible 
to write its Fourier transform: 
= f dxf(x)e 	 (2.7) 
This function is periodic with a period of 2ir/a, since 
2rix,/a = 1 
	
(2.8) 
This means that all the momentum integrations on the lattice will be restricted 
to the finite region known as the Brillouin Zone (BZ): 
B = 	:
P1, E
(-, ] } 
. 	 ( 2.9) 
Furthermore, lattice momenta are quantiseci. In order to see this, it is enough to 
consider any test function for which periodic boundary conditions hold: 
f(0) = f(aL) . 	 (2.10) 
In terms of a Fourier transform, this ecivation  can be rewritten as: 
f
(11)f(,) 
= f J1-?.e_t.f(p)  
For an arbitrary choice of .f, this equation is satisfied if and only if: 
9ir 
p = 	, 	 (2.12) 
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where n is an integer. In general ) throughout this work ) all spatial components 
of momenta will he specified in units of 27, 1(aL). On the lattice ) Dirac's delta 
function (spatial) will take the form: 
S 3 (i- ) = 	> 	. 	 ( 2.13) 
2.3 Quantum field theory on a lattice 
The starting point of any field theory is the Lagrangian density functional. As-
suming a classical Lagrangian which depends on some field (x) and its first 
derivatives, it is possible to write the action: 
SE = Id4xE(,ô). 	 (2.14) 




and assuming that the field deformations vanish on the boundary of space-time. 
Now, it is possible to relate quantum field theory to a classical ) statistical field 
theory, using the language of path integrals. In this approach to quantum field 
theory, one starts by evaluating the Euclidean generating functional: 
Ze = I'DO e_SE[ 	 (2.16) 
This generating functional looks very similar to the partition function of a system 
in statistical mechanics. In fact ) it is possible to draw an analogy between Eu-
cliclean field theory and statistical mechanics. If now 0 is a generic quantum field 
operator, it is possible to relate its vacuum expectation value to a path integral 
of classical fields: 
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=DO O[} 	 (2.17) 
which is analogous to the ensemble average of statistical mechanics. This formula 
can he used to evaluate the Green's functions, which are used to extract the 
physical information of the theory under study: 
cE(x, ..., 	 (2.18) 
The symbol T stands for time ordering. From now on, the "E" label will be 
omit ted. 
2.3.1 Boundary conditions 
1)ue to the finite extension of the lattice, it is necessary to impose boundary con-
ditions on the fields. For the data set used in this work, the following conditions 
have been chosen: 
• fermions: periodic in the spatial directions, antiperiodic in time; 
• gauge bosons: periodic in all four directions. 
2.3.2 Reflection positivity 
One obviously wants to be able to continue the Green functions analytically to 
Minkowski space. This means they will have to satisfy the Osterwalder-Schrader 
reflection positivity condition. In order to write it clown, a few definitions are 
needed. First of all, the time inversion operator is defined, by specifying how it 
acts on four-vectors and on fields: 
0: (t,i) - (—t,) , 	 (2.19) 
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e(x) = Ox) 	 (2.20) 
where is the complex conjugate of . Quantum mechanics requires this operator 
to be anti-linear: 
+ 22) = 1 e( 1 ) + 20(2), 	 (2.21) 
and to satisfy: 
e(12) = (e1)(e2). 	 (2.22) 
One can now consider a series of functions f(x 1 .....xj ) which are square inte-
grable and have support only at positive or zero values of x, (k = 1.. .j). It is 
possible to define a functional F: 
F = 	d4x1 ... d 4xf 3 (x 1 , .... 
	
(2.23) 
Now, the reflection positivity condition would he, for F: 
((OF)F) > 0 
	
(2.24) 
2.3.3 Gauge fields on a lattice 
In order to put QCD on a lattice, it is necessary to build a lattice definition of the 
comparator (see Chapter 1). Staring at a point x, one can consider the nearest 
site along a specific direction t. The comparator will be: 
F(x, x + dx) = eiag.4 z)dxA 	U(x) , 	 (2.25) 
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where the displacement dx has a non-vanishing component in the i direction 
only. This is also known as the link variable. 
The next step consists in considering what is the smallest closed ioop on a lattice: 
the unit square, which is called a p/a quette. Therefore, th smallest Wilson loop 
on a lattice will be an ordered product of four link variables. It is important to 
notice that: 
U(x) = U_(x + tt) 	 (2.26) 
where it is the unit vector in the ji direction. The link variable is an SU(3) 
matrix. it is now possible to write the Wilson loop on a placiuette, the p/a quette 
varzable: 
U(x) 	U,(x)U(x +)U(x + L)U,(x) 	 (2.27) 
where summation over indices is not involved. One of the possible lattice actions 
for pure gauge SU(3) is the one proposed by Wilson [16]: 
5gauge - — /3 	
< L - 'v 
±lRTr U(x)] 	 (2.28) 




As the lattice spacing gets small (a2 < 1), it is possible to show that: 
5 gauge I'll = SYM + 0(a 2 ) . ( 2.30) 
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2.3.4 Fermion fields on a lattice 
Consider a continuum action for fermions in an Euclidean space-time: 
	
= 
 I d  4X~(X)(_Y,10  + 7n)(x). 	 (2.31) 
On the lattice, integral and differential operators must he replaced by: 
(2.32) 
= 2 	+ ) - 
	
- a)], 	(2.33) 
where the Creek index on the field 0 refers to the spin degrees of freedom. Putting 
all these elements together, it is possible to write a lattice action for fermions: 
$latt. = 
	 , 	 (2.34) 
where the matrix M has the form: 
M a (, y) = 	 (8+ - S_) + 77-1S,8 	 (2.35) 
IL 
Now, it is possible to show that: 
= M(x,y) 	 (2.36) 
This means that the calculation of this two-point Green's function amounts to 
the inversion of a matrix. Writing explicitly 
[M(x,z)M;(z,y)I = 88(x,y) , 	 (2.37) 
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and recalling the lattice version of Dirac's delta function, while writing M as 
inverse Fourier transform of M(p), it is possible to show that: 
7r/a d4 p (—iy7r + m)P(X_Y) 	(2.38) M(x,y) = lim/ 	(21 	+ rn2 a-+O 
with the definition: 
7r = sin(ap). 	 (2.39) 
This formulation leads to the well-known problem of lattice fermion doubling. It 
is possible to see this effect by evaluating the same matrix element in the case of 
scalar fields, which turns out to be quite different: 










	 (2.41) = — 
a 
This means that, inside the BZ, the components of 7rF have twice the number of 
zeros of itB, spoiling the continuum limit. In d space-time dimensions, one gets 
2d  fermionic species, of which 2d - 1 are lattice artefacts. 
2.3.5 Wilson fermions 
A possible solution to the doubling problem, due to Wilson, consists in giving 
to the additional fermionic species, masses proportional to the inverse lattice 
spacing, to make them decouple from the low energy regime. This is achieved by 
adding to the action a term which vanishes in the continuum limit, at the price 
of breaking explicitly the chiral symmetry of the original action: 
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[(x + ) - 20(x) + b(x - 
LSw = 	 (12 	 (2.42) 
X 	L 
which is the discrete version of: 
	
_ a f c14 x ( x)a 2 ( x ) . 	 (2.43) 
As a matter of fact, a "no-go" theorem by Nielsen and Ninomiya [17] proves that 
for any fermionic action that is hermitian, local and invariant under translations, 
the doubling problem cannot he solved without breaking the chiral symmetry of 
the massless case. 
Adding the Wilson term to the naive fermionic action the result is, once the fields 
are redefined to he dimensionless: 
8\VF = E (1: V) (X) [( - r)(x + - ( + r)(x - )] + 
(2.44) 
where K is the hopping parameter: 
1 	
(2.45) 
2m + Sr 
It is common practice to set r = 1. 
The chiral symmetry breaking term dominates the discretisation errors of the 
fermionic action. In other words, the Wilson action corresponds to an additive 
mass renormalisation [15]. 
This extra mass renormalisation is obtained by defining the bare quark mass the 
following way: 
777, q = 	G - 	. ( 2.46) 2a crit 
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with the introduction of the "critical" hopping parameter crit,  at which the quark 
mass vanishes. In the simple case of a free theory: 
'crit = 	 (2.47) 
In the more general case of an interacting theory ) the value of this parameter is 
not know a priori and has to he extracted from simulations. 
2.4 Lattice quark masses 
There are restrictions on the range of quark masses that can be simulated on a 
lattice. First of all ) if ?TiQ is the mass of a c1uark in some physical units, this 
quantity cannot he greater then the inverse lattice spacing. In fact ) rnQ > a 
implies that the Compton wave-length of the quark is shorter than the lattice 
spacing. In this case ) the lattice is too coarse to resolve the structure of the 
heavy quark. In other words, it is like the cinark  "fell" through the lattice. 
On the other hand, the inversion of the fermion matrix, which gives the infor-
mation on the propagation of quarks ) becomes computationally more expensive 
as the simulated quark mass gets lighter. Furthermore, if the civark  is too light, 
its Compton wave-length becomes comparable to the total extent of the lattice, 
giving rise to finite-size effects. 
Due to this restrictions, the civark  masses that were simulated in this work were 
chosen in the following way: 
• "heavy civarks": masses around the charm quark mass; 
• "light quarks": masses around the strange quark mass; 
Therefore, all physical quantities that depend on quark masses, were extracted 
on the lattice at these values of the quark masses and then extrapolated to the 
physical values of the masses. 
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2.5 Full QCD action 
In order to write an action for lattice QCD, it is necessary to modify Wilson's 
fermionic action to preserve gauge invariance. In general, in a theory with civarks 
and gluons, it's possible to build two kinds of gauge invariant objects: 
• closed loops of gauge links; 
• strings of gauge links with a fermion at one end and an antifermion at the 
other. 
Setting r = 1, the fermionic action in presence of gauge fields becomes: 
SWF = E ( 	
( x) [iJ,L(x)(L - 1)(x + )+ 
—U1t(x - i)( + i)(x -101  + 	(x)(x)) 	 (2.48) 
and the Wilson lattice QCD action is: 
C 	- 	 gauge 
JLQCD - QWF T 
2.6 Improvement 
For a more complete discussion, see [19, 18, 20, 211. It is possible to see the 
lattice spacing a as an inverse momentum cutoff, and therefore the continuum 
limit as the removal of this cutoff, which is necessary in order to get physical 
divantities. Furtherniore, at a given non-zero lattice spacing, it must he possible 
to treat lattice QCD as an effective continuum theory with a 1 as a momentum 
cutoff. The Lagrangian can be written as an expansion in a, with operators of 
growing mass dimension: 
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£ = £ + a!:1 + a2 !: 2  + --- , 	 ( 2.50) 
[Lk] = 
	 (2.51) 
Any suitable action for lattice QCD must have the correct continuum limit ; i.e. 
the standard continuum action of QCD. However ; it is always possible to add 
to the action operators that vanish in the continuum limit. In other words, if 
the continuum limit is seen as the removal of a cutoff, one can, at fixed lattice 
spacing, add operators that are irrelevant in the sense defined by Wilson. 
The improvement programme consists in modifying the action and the operators 
of lattice QCD by adding irrelevant terms that have the purpose of cancelling the 
discretisation errors of a given order in the lattice spacing. In the case of 0(a) 
improvement, used in this work, the improvement operators are introduced with 
a set of coefficients that are tuned to guarantee that the discretisation errors in 
lattice calculations appear at 0(a 2 ) rather than 0(a). It is important to stress 
that improvement does not guarantee that, at a fixed value of a, the discreti-
sation effects get smaller. The main purpose of the improvement programme is 
to give better control of the cliscretisation errors in order to make continuum 
extrapolations easier. 
Each of the terms of the expansion in equation (2.50) can be written as a linear 
combination of certain operators which have the right mass dimension and share 
the symmetries of the lattice action. Considering the £i term, it is possible to 
show that it can be written as a linear combination of five operators: 
02 = 
03 = inTr (F2 ) 
04 = ?7yD - ' IL Y] 
05 = 77'12uI.' . 	 (2.52) 
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If only on-shell quantities are considered, it is possible to apply the field equations 
in order to reduce the number of independent operators. Once this is done, the 
0(a) improvement term for the action has the form: 
A5( a) = a5 E [ci Oi (x) + c3 03 (x) + cs Os (x)] . 	(2.53) 
Now, the 03 and 05 operators correspond to a renormalisation of the bare mass 
and coupling, and can be dropped. This means that the bare quark mass and the 
bare coupling will have to be improved: 
= 771q (1 + bm arnq ) 
	
(2.54) 
=g(1 + bgarnq ) 
	
(2.55) 
Thus, action improvement reduces to the following, as proposed by Sheikholeslarni 
and Wohlert [22]: 
ASsw = a5 csw 	 (2.56) 
S 
where csw is a parameter that has to be tuned and F1 (x) is a lattice definition 
of the field strength tensor. A possible choice, used in this work, is: 
i,(x) =[Q(x) - Q(x)] , 	 (2.57) 
where Q,(x) is the sum of the four plaquettes around the point x and lying on 
the plane spanned by the it, £' unit vectors. 
In order to carry out a full 0(a) improvement, it is necessary to improve a set of 
lattice operators: 
= 
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A(x) = 	(x)yy 5 (x) 
TMV(x) = 	çb(x)ib(x) 
8(x) = 	?i(x)b(x) 
P(x) = (2.58) 
Improvement of the al)ove operators is carried out as follows [23, 24]: 
V'(x) = V, L (x)+acvaVT,V(x) 
A(x) = A(x) + acA aP(x) 
T(x) = T(x) + acTD] 
P'(x) = P(x) 
S'(x) = 5(x) . 	 (2.59) 
All the improvement coefficients have to be tuned in order to cancel all 0(a) 
lattice artifacts. For some of these parameters non-perturbative evaluations are 
available, in other cases, they can be evaluated using lattice perturbation the-
ory or Boosted Perturbation Theory(BPT), which is an improvement of lattice 
perturbation theory proposedt by Lepage and Mackenzie [25]. BPT starts from 
the consideration that the bare lattice coupling constant is a bad expansion pa-
rameter for lattice perturbation theory: the authors propose a "renormalised" 
coupling: 
-2 	 9 
2 
(Tr (Up)) 
dividing g 2  by the average over gauge configurations of the plaquette operator. 
In addition, as mentioned above, there is an additional mass and coupling renor-
rnalisation to take into account. The generic current renormalisation scheme is 
the following: 
XI I R = Zx(1 + bx amq)Xj = Z eff 	, ( 2.61) 
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where Zx is the unimproved renormalisation constant, calculated in a mass inde-
pendent renorrnali sation schenie. 
Once the improvement programme is completely carried out, it is possible to 
\vrite an action for lattice QCD which has 0(a 2 ) discretisation errors: 
= 5WF + 
5gauge 
 + SLQCD 	 . 	 ( 2.62) 
2.7 Path integral measure 
In order to extract information from lattice simulations of QCD, one needs in 
general to be able to evaluate expectation values of the following form: 
, A]) = 	f VAVThF[, , A]e 9LQCD , 	 (2.63) 
where F[, 0. A] is a functional of the fields (fermions and gauge hosons). It 
is then necessary to define properly the integral measures for this path integral. 
The fermionic measure is: 
Th?bTh/' = fld'çb(x) th/'(x) 	 (2.64) 
and it satisfies the Grassmann algebra. It is possible to integrate out the fermionic 
degrees of freedom. If !vl is the fermionic matrix: 
= f (14 xc1 4y (x)M(x,y;A)(y) 	 (2.65) 
it is possible to show that: 
I VTh/e 1 = clet(M(A)). 	 (2.66) 
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Once this is done, one needs to integrate only the gauge fields. It is also possible 
to re-absorb the fermionic determinant in a redefinition of the action: 
e_S9t4I det(M(A)) = _ Sg[A)+Iog(det(M(A))) . 	 (2.67) 
If now 
are the eigenvalues of the fermionic matrix: 
log(clet((M(A)))) = log (11) = Tr (logM(A)). 	(2.68) 
Therefore, any expectation value will be a path integral over gauge fields only, 
with the effective action: 
5cffective[A] = 89 [A] - Tr (log .M(A)) 	 (2.69) 
For a continuum gauge theory, the gauge fields have an infinite range: 
A(s) E (—,cc) 	 (2.70) 
A gauge fixing term is needed, in order to guarantee the convergence of the 
functional integrals. Nonetheless, there is no need of gauge fixing terms on a 
lattice [16]. In fact, if the lattice has a finite size, the total volume of integrations is 
finite. Furthermore, if the lattice is infinite in size, the factor i/Z will remove the 
divergences (similarly, in perturbation theory, it removes the "vacuum hubbies"). 
A possible choice is the gauge invariant Haar measure: 
VA = fldU(x). 	 (2.71) 
XJL 
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The Haar measure over a gauge group C has the following properties: 
IG DA = 1 	 (2.72) 
L DAf [UUl = JC" DA .f [UU] 	 (2.73) 
The last equation holds for any U' E C. 
2.8 The Quenched approximation 
So far, it has been shown that, once the fermion fields are integrated out, it is 
possible to express expectation values of operators as: 
'F = 	VA F det(M(A)) 	 (2.74) \/ 	
z 
where the generating functional 2 is equal to: 
= f -DA clet(M(A)) Sgauge 	 (2.75) 
The calculation of the determinant of the fermionic matrix is a computationally 
expensive task, mainly because of the size of the matrix itself. Lattice calculations 
can be greatly simplified by making the approximation: 
clet(M(A)) = const. 	 (2.76) 
This assumption, known as the quenched approximation, corresponds to neglect-
iimg the virtual cuark-antiquark loops. In fact, some phenomenological and the-
oretical considerations suggest that the c1uark loops might often give a small 
contribution to observahies [26, 27, 28, 29]. 
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In the quenched approximation, the fermionic determinant can he taken out of 
the integrals and simplifies between the numerator and the denumerator of (2.74). 
The expectation values take the much simpler form: 
(F) = IDA F 6Sgau9e 	 (2.77) 
It is important to say that the c1uenched approximation is a limitation for any 
lattice calculation which uses it, mainly because it introduces a systematic error 
whose size cannot be reliably evaluated. 
2.9 Monte Carlo numerical integration 
All the calculations presented in this work have been done in the quenched ap-
proximation. In general, the integral in equation . ( 2.77) can he evaluated as a 
numerical average over a set of gauge configurations, with the I\4onte Carlo tech- 
niclue: 
Nc 
(F) 	_{Fe_SVu1} {A} 	 (2.78) 
The sample of gauge configurations has to be generated with some algorithm. 
The simplest choice would he to pick gauge field configurations at random. This 
method would not be at all efficient. In fact, one would pick with ecival  prob-
ability configurations that give a sizeable contribution to the path integral and 
configurations that give a vanishingly small contribution. A more efficient method 
consists in generating gauge configurations with a l)rOhahilitY distribution: 
c1ji = -e_81VA 	 (2.79) 
In order to generate gauge configurations with the probability distribution given 
by (2.79), an algorithm is used that produces the configurations as a sequence. 
A possible choice is the Metropolis algorithm [30], which works as follows. Given 
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a gauge field configuration {A}, a new configuration {A'} is randomly generated: 
the new configuration is accepted with a probability: 
TAA' = mill (ie ' ) 	 (2.80) 
where S and 8' are the values of the action as calculated on the configurations 
{A} and {A'} respectively. This means that: 
o if 8' < S. the new configuration is accepted; 
• if 8' > 5', the new configurations is accepted with a probability of exp(8 - 
8') 
Gauge field configurations produced by adjacent I\4etropolis steps are not statis-
tically independent. It is therefore useful only to keep gauge configurations that 
are separated by a given number of algorithmic steps. 
Chapter 3 
Lattice correlation functions 
3.1 Quark propagator 
One of the basic ingredients of a lattice QCD simulation is the quark propagator: 
	
S(x, y) = 0Tk0(x)b(y)] 0). 	 (3.1) 
The civark  propagator is the amplitude of the process in which a quark is created 
at the space-time point labelled by y and travels to the point x, where it is 
annihilated. This object is not invariant under local SU(3) gauge transformations. 
As it will be shown, complicated field operators can be expressed in terms of 
integrals of gauge invariant products of quark propagators that are evaluated on 
specific gauge field configurations: 
S(x,y;A) = M 1 (x,y;A) . 	 (3.2) 
The fermionic matrix jS4  must be inverted to build the quark propagators. One of 
the two points (x, y) is usually taken to he the origin of the lattice in order to make 
the computation cheaper. Since the fermionic matrix is quite large, its inversion is 
indeed a computationally intense calculation and requires a considerable amount 
of computer power. The calculation of S(x, 0; A), the point-to-all propagator, 
34 
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is cheaper because it involves the inversion of a single row (or column) of the 
fermionic matrix. 
3.2 Meson fields 
Starting from civark  fields ; it is possible to build operators that describe some of 
their bound states: mesons. The most general definition one can think of is: 
= f d4 xd4 y (x)F(x,y;z)(y). 	 (3.3) 
where colour indices have been summed over, and Greek letters are spin indices. 
Up to factors ; F is the product of the gauge links along some path, making j (z) 
a gauge invariant object. rfhe  matrix F is a function of (x, y, z) for the simple 
reason that there is not a uniclue way to build a bound state of civarks,  like the 
meson. One can only build a state with the same quantum numbers as the desired 
meson, by the action of a creation operator l: 
il/I) = IO) . 	 (3.4) 
As it will be shown, it is possible and desirable to choose F such that the overlap 
of the meson state with the vacuum is optimiseci. 
3.3 Lattice completeness relation 
Considering a field theory that admits bound states, like QCD, one finds that its 
spectrum will be composed by one-particle and multi particle states [311. It is 
possible to write the identity operator as a sum over particle states: 
1= (3.5) 
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where the sum over ) indicates the sum over single and multi particle states. 
1-lere and in the following, energies are expressed in lattice units. 
3.4 Two point functions 
it is interesting to consider the process in which a meson is created at a given point 
in space time y (source), and travels to another point x where it is annihilated 
(sink). For simplicity, one can put y = 0. The matrix element relevant to this 
process is the two-point correlation function: 
(0lT[I M (x)(0)U0) 	(.QM(x)1(0)) . 	 ( 3.6) 
\'Vhat one wants to do is to rewrite it in terms of single cjuark propagators. In 
order to achieve this goal, the fermion fields must be integrated out. In the 
ciuenchecl approximation, this expectation value becomes: 
r 	- = 
- J VAThTh1 'Tr [ 4 (x; 
A)4(0; A)]e_9_S1 
. 	 ( 3.7) 
The meson operators can be explicitly written: 
= 	a (X)hI/-'b(X) 	 (3.8) 
= 	J''b(0)1h/'a (0) 
where 
= 74F74 	 (3.9) 
and a, b are colour indices. Once the fermion fields are integrated out: 
= 
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f VA clet(M(A))Tr [75 FSa (X, 0; A)F 5 S(x, 0; A)]_S. 	(3.10) 
The identity: 
Sa (x ; y;A) = 5 S(y,x;A)y 5  
has also been used. 
It is now possible to replace the path integral with a Monte Carlo average over 
gauge configurations, and define the meson two point function: 
N / 
C9(J ) 	eTr ['y5FS'a (x, 0; A)F'y 5 S(x, 0; A)] ) 	. 	( 3.12) 
k=i \ 
From now the explicit average over the gauge configurations will he dropped. It 
is possible to derive a very useful expression for the meson two-point function. 
Using the lattice completeness relation: 
C2 (j, t) = 	







Recalling the definition of lattice Dirac's delta function, one gets: 
e 
C2 Q5,t) = 	 I(0I.M (0)I,1)1 2 
2E(j,A) 
Considering this exponential decay behaviour, it is reasonable to assume that at 
there is a time V after which the contribution of the excited states is negligible: 
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C2 (j, t)It>j. '- 	 ( 3.14)  2E( 
In other words, only the ground state is taken into account. It is common to 
define the overlap factor: 
ZA(p 2 ) = (OIQA(0)Ip) . 	 (3.15) 
The index A is used to label the quantum numbers of the meson under study 
(pseudoscalar, vector, etc.). Taking the lattice boundary conditions into account, 
two-point functions can, at t > t, be modeled by: 
C2 (j,t) = A [e_Et + 	 , 	 ( 3.16) 
where b = 1 if the meson propagator does not change sign under time reversal 
and b = — i if it does. Thus 
C2 ( t) 	
{ 
A e_ET/ 2 cosh [E ( - t)] (b = 1) 	
(3.17) 






By fitting the two-point functions against time, it is then possible to extract 
energies and overlap factors of any meson state. 
3.4.1 Effective mass 
It is obviously important to have a method for estimating the time t after which 
the contribution of the excited states is negligible. It is common to define 







This quantity is called the " effective mass": as t reaches t, and the approximation 
in (3.14) holds, Mff(t)  becomes a plateau, up to corrections which are of the order 
of the statistical errors. By plotting Meff(t) it is then possible to estimate V. This 
method is used to find out what is the time range on the lattice for which equation 
(3.14) can be used to extract masses and overlap amplitudes. 
3.5 Three-point functions 
It is common to deal with processes in which a meson is created at a source, 
interacts with a current at a given point in space-time which might change its 
civark coinposition, and is finally annihilated at a sink (see Figure 3.5). 
K 
No 
Figure 3.1: The three-point function 
The amplitude for this process is given by the three-point function: 
CABQ5, t, t) = > 
eZ 	
. 	( 3.20) 
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The source has been taken to he the origin of the lattice. In the diagram, the 
line labelled with a "F" indicates the light quark, which is called passive, since 
it does not take an active role in the decay. The quark line with the label "B" 
involves what is called an all-to-all propagator, since the points x and y are 
1)0th arbitrary. All-to-all propagators are computationally very expensive. It is 
possible to circumvent this problem by defining the extended propagator: 
5E(y, 0; j, t) 	e"Sp(0, x; A)7 5  SB(x, y; A) . 	( 3.21) 
The operators appearing in the three-point function can he written in terms of 
civarks fields: 
QB(x) = 	P (x)F B ?I'B (x) , 	 ( 3.22) 
J(y) = bB(y)FbA(y), 
Qt 
Assuming FB = 75 (pseucloscalar state), and applying Wick's theorem, one can 
show that: 
CLAB(I, ; t, t) = - 	Tm (y5 S7, 0; , t; A)FSA(y, 0; A)F4 . ( 3.23) 
In this work, tx and t,, have been chosen to satisfy: 
tx <ty <0 
	
(3.24) 
This corresponds to a particular choice of time ordering. In particular, tx has been 
fixed to be the time-slice 28, at 1)0th the two values of ,8 that were simulated in 
this work, for which T = 48. This choice leads to a simplification of the expression 
of the three-point function. Recalling that: 
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= e ikx.Q. M (0)e_i 	 (3.25) 
and applying the completeness relation twice, one can show that, once Wick 
rotation to Eucliclean space is performed: 
- 	 (OIB(0)I,75 (',+ qQ(0)O) = 	
, 	2E\,p 	2E(\',j+ 	
x 	(3.26) 
x (.\, 15J(0) f.\',j+ 
where the sum over .A and )' refers to single and multi particle states. If both i, 
and (i - i) are taken in the asymptotic region, the contribution of the excited 
states can be treated as negligible. In this case: 
ZBQ5 ZA(J5+) x 
	 (3.27) CAB(y, t, i) = 2EB(7 2EAQ+ q) 
x (B, jiiJ(0) 1 A, j+ q)eEBteA 'fhY 
IA, y5+ q) and IB, ) are both meson ground states. 
3.6 Smearing 
According to (3.3), a meson field is built by interpolating quark fields. The 
basic requirement is to create a state with the quantum numbers of the desired 
particle. There are infinite ways to do so, and this fact is expressed by the freedom 
in the choice of the function F. Nonetheless, it has been shown that, in lattice 
calculations, one is often interested in the asymptotic behaviour of correlators, 
i.e. at the times at which the contributions of excited states have cleca.yed away. 
Since correlation functions on the lattice are fitted at asymptotic times to extract 
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quantities of interest, it is desirable to try to build the correlators such that they 
get to the "asymptotic region" as soon as possible in time. This can he achieved 
by maximising the overlap of the state one is studying with the ground state wave 
function, by properly choosing F. This technique is known as "smearing" [32]. 
3.6.1 Fuzzing 
At a naive level, it is possible to picture a meson as a system composed of a quark 
and an anticivark connected by a colour flux tube. The Fuzzing technique [33] 
consists in smearing each link variable by replacing it with a sum of two parts: 
the link variable itself, multiplied by a numerical factor, plus all the three-link 
variable strings that can close the first link into a plaquette variable. However, the 
group SU(3) is not closed under the addition of its elements, and it is necessary 
to project back the fuzzed gauge operators onto SU(3). This is possible, using 
the method developed by Cabibbo and l\4arinari [34]. The definition of the fuzzed 
link variable is, then: 
U,(x) = PcM [Ci U L (x) + E U(x)U(x + 	+ [t)] . 	( 3.28) 
TCM is the operator that projects the fuzzed link variable back onto SU(3). The 
fuzzing operation can be iterated several times. For the data used in this work, 
fuzzing was iterated five times and C1 = 2. The definition of a quark propagator 
that is fuzzed at the sink is: 
SF(X, t; 0; R; A) 
= 	





fi U4 (x + ki) 	 (3.30) 
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is a product of fuzzed link variables and N = R/a. The smearing sum is done 
over a fixed number of sites N. while the sum over the i index is a sum on all 
the spatial directions (positive and negative) coming out of the point on the 
lattice. 
The R parameter ) the fuzzing radius, is tuned in order to minimise the contami-
nation of meson correlators coming from the first excited state. 
3.6.2 Boyling 
For the data used in this work, when dealing with heavy civarks,  the smearing 
technicjue known as Boyling [35] was adopted. This method is based on the 
fact that heavy cjuarks can be described by non-relativistic vave functions. Fur-
thermore, a meson can be seen as a system of two particles interacting via a 
non-relativistic potential, like for an hydrogen atom: 
H = 1-i0 + V(r) . 	 (3.31) 
The potential V (r) is spherically symmetric. Therefore, the wave-functions that 
are solutions of the Schrödinger equation can be factorised in terms of radial wave 
functions and spherical harmonics: 
n1rn(?- ,9) = Rni(r)m(O,c/) . 	 (3.32) 
If spherically symmetric functions S(r) only are considered, it is possible to 
build, on a lattice, non-local interpolation functions of the form: 
6 
5'(i, 0) 	.25r() 	s(3)( i
- 	 ) . 
	 (3.33) 
r=O 	 j1 
Meson operators can he constructed: 
= f d 3 Y ~ (Y)S - (Y ; X)V)(X) - 	 (3.34) 
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If 0,, is the wave function of the physical state that is simulated, one wants to 
choose the smearing function in order to optimise the overlap: 
Cmn = 
 
J (13 X 	 0) 
N 
= 	 (?I)miSn) . 	 (3.35) 
If S(r) is a good approximation of /'m (T), the orthogonality property of wave 
functions guarantees that: 
Cmn = Smn  + "7mn 	 (3.36) 
where 77mn  is a negligible perturbation. 
it is necessary to define a smearing of the quark fields that takes gauge invariance 
into account. This can be done by introducing an appropriate product of fuzzed 
Unk variables: 
boyIed(X,t) = 	 (r + 	Sn(,t) 	ll UJ(x + ne())(x+ ,'t) 	(3.37) 
r0 	 i130 
where e (3 ) is the unit vector pointing in the j direction. 
It is possible to choose S(r) to be a solution of the radial part of the Schrödinger 
ecjuation for the hydrogen atom, expressed in terms of Laguerre polynomials: 
= eL(i) 	 (3.38) 




Ti + I 
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and 7'B  is Bohr's radius. Laguerre polynomials have the general form: 
ex d L(x) = ____(xne_x) 	 (3.40) 
n! dx 
with 
L o (x) = e 
	
(3.41) 
Needless to say, Laguerre polynomials are real-valued. Assuming that both the 
physical state under study and the simulated state are described by hydrogenic 
wave functions with Bohr radii r, and rs, one can calculate the overlap between 




C10 = 	r2 bo fr)5 i (r)dr . 	 (3.42) 
Now: 
= 
S(s) = (i - 	
e. 	 (3.43) 
Using these formulas, one can show, after some algebra: 
C10 = 	+ O() 	 (3.44) 
where 
2rsr,, 
2r + r,, 
(3.45) 
and 
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= TS - ro 
	 (3.46) 
is assumed to be small (S < SN). The overlap is proportional to the difference 
in Bohr radii. The Bohr radius is tuned in order to minimise the overlap with 
the first excited state. According to Equation (3.44), C10 has the same sign as 
S; if the trial radii r' and r" correspond to values of C10 that are opposite in 
sign there must be, by continuity, a value of r, r' < r < i" for which C10 = 0. 
However, this exact result is often not achievable because of the non-hydrogenic 
nature of the physical wave-function. 
3.6.3 Smearing labelling convention 
Meson correlation functions are labelled by their smearing according to the fol-
lowing scheme: 
CAAI.BBI(j, t) = 	eft4A'(x, t)B , ( 0)) 	 (3.47) 
where A., A', B, B' can be: 
"L": local, i.e. not smeared; 
. "F": fuzzed; 
• "B": Boyleci. 
If only two labels are given, A' = A, B' = B is assumed. 
3.7 Statistical analysis 
In lattice field theory, path integrals are replaced by averages over previously 
generated gauge field configurations. In particular, one has often to deal with 
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statistically correlated data, like propagators that are evaluated on different time 
slices. If there are N0 gauge configurations, and the same correlator is evaluated 
on each of them, it is possible to write a gauge ensemble average: 
N 
(C(t)) = 	E C(t) , 	 (3.48) NG 
where the standard deviation is simply given by: 
1 	i 	NG 	
1/2 
a(t) = ____ 	
-(C(t))]2I . 	 (3.49) 
I\TG_l. l 
  
Having to deal with statistically correlated data, it is necessary to introduce a 
covariance matrix: 
NG 
[Ck(t) - (C(t))][Ck(t') - ( C(i'))} 	(3.50) 
j\TG(ATG - 1) k=1 
where 
a(t, t) = 	—cr(t),  
while, for uncorrelated data, off-diagonal terms of the covariance matrix should 
be zero. It is sellsil)le to introduce a re-scaled matrix that takes values between 
—1 and 1, the correlation matrix: 
o(t, t') 
p(i,t') = 	 ( 3.52) 
/a(t, t)vboc(t', t') 
3.8 Fitting the correlators 
What happens in practice is that some Green's function C(t), is fitted to a model 
function with a given number of parameters p: 
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C(t) = F(t;O i , ..., 0) . 	 (3.53) 
The fit will be carried out by minirnising x 2  which for correlated data is: 
x2(0) = 	[ F(t; 0) - ( C(t))]p'(t, t')[F(t'; 0) - ( C(t'))] . 	(3.54) 
The data that are fitted are usually correlated. In order to understand why lattice 
data are often correlated, it is necessary to go one step hack. Lattice quantities 
are averaged over gauge configurations which are generated with an algorithm. 
Generation of gauge field configurations for which a field has a drastic variation 
from one site to one of the nearest neighbours is very unlikely. For this reason, if 
a quantity Q(t), calculated on the i-th configuration is such that: 
Q(t) > (Q(t) 
	
(3.55) 
where Q(t) is the average over all the configurations, the probability of having: 
Q(t + 1) < ( Q(t)) 	 (3.56) 
is usually very small. This means that the error bars of some Green's function at 
different time-slices are usually correlated. 
If the fit is clone over Af t time-slices, the number of degrees of freedom is: 
A = N - p. 
And if the reduced x2  is defined, 
-2 	X x7 
it is possible to judge the goodness of a fit. For a good fit, 
(3..57) 
(3.58) 
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2 1. 
The other statistical indicator of the goodness of a fit is: 
Q = F(L 
F(/2, /2) 2/2) 	
(3.59) 
where F(n, x) is the incomplete Euler gamma function. For a good fit, Q 1/2. 
3.8.1 Bootstrap resampling 
in principle, in order to estimate the statistical errors of the parameters of a fit, 
one should repeat the whole calculation on different sets of gauge configurations. 
At present, this is still very impractical, and it is necessary to use a statistical 
techniciue to "simulate" the process of repeating the simulation. In this work, 
the i)OOtStraI)" method has been used. From JVC configurations, one makes 
IVB ensembles of IVc configurations, taken randomly from the original set of N 
configurations, allowing repetitions. The quantities of interest are calculated in 
each of these samples, and the distributions of their values are 1)uilt. From these 
distributions it is possible to define the statistical error to correspond to the 68% 
level of confidence. 
Chapter 4 
Heavy Quark Effective Theory 
4.1 Basic ideas 
This work is focused on mesons containing a heavy and a light quark, which can 
be studied by applying the Heavy Quark Effective Theory, HQET. A complete 
review of the subject can be found in [36]. It is possible to consider HQET as a 
complementary theory to chiral symmetry (which works in the limit of vanishing 
civark masses). To begin with, it is necessary to give a nieaning to the expression 





. 	 (4.1) 
(33 - 2n1) in
(A2  QCDJ 
1-lere n1 is the number of flavours and AQCD 0.2 Gel" is the physical scale that 
separates the regions of small and large coupling. It is then natural to define a 
quark as: 
• heavy if m q > AQCD (c,b,t) 
• light if Tfl q < AQCD (u,cI,$) 
50 
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For heavy-light mesons, the typical momenta exchanged between heavy and light 
constituents are of the order of AQCD.  The heavy civark  is surrounded by the 
light valence civark  and by a confined cloud of strongly interacting soft gluons 
and c1uark-antiquark pairs ) known as "brown muck" [37, 38]. Now ) one can define 





if rnQ is the mass of the heavy quark, it is easy to see that: 
AQ = 	< Rh.d 	 (4.2) 
mQ 
This means that the Compton wavelength of the heavy quark is much shorter 
than the average wavelength associated with the brown muck. Henceforth ) the 
brown muck "does not see" the degrees of freedom of the heavy constituent ) i.e. 
it is "blind" to flavour and Spin of the heavy quark. In other words, the brown 
muck sees the heavy quark as a heavy scalar particle. If the mass of the heavy 
quark is large enough, then, an additional spin-flavour symmetry is acciuired.  On 
the other hand, the brown muck is a strongly non-perturbative object, and its 
presence makes the study of heavy-light systems much more difficult. 
The presence of a heavy quark symmetry has interesting consequences on the 
weak decay processes. in particular, in the limit of infinite civark  mass, it is 
possible to express the form factors for the semi-leptonic decays of heavy mesons 
in terms of an universal function of the velocity exchange (v . v'), known as the 
Isgur-Wise function [37, 381. In general, HQET hadronic matrix elements can 
be parametrised using form factors which describe the light degrees of freedom 
and are otherwise universal, in the sense that they are independent of the heavy 
degrees of freedom. 
At this point, it becomes necessary to he able to produce reasonable estimates 
of the corrections to the heavy quark symmetry limit. There are two kinds of 
corrections that have to be taken into account: power corrections in the heavy 
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civark masses, and radiative corrections coming from the exchange of hard gluons, 
that can resolve the quantum numbers of the heavy quark. 
4.2 HQET formalism 
This paragraph is a 1)rief introduction to the formalism of HQET (see also [39, 
40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48] ). Consider a meson that is composed of a heavy 
civark of mass m q  and a light quark. The heavy quark will carry the largest 
fraction of the total momentum: 
	
MQVI I  + WL 
	
(4.3) 
k is a residual momentum, which is typically of O(A QCD ); v is the velocity of 
the heavy c1uark that, in the limit rnQ -4 oo, is unchanged by soft processes [43] 
(velocity changes are AQQD/rnQ). It is also interesting to notice that the 
heavy c1uark is almost on-shell. 
The standard Lagrangian for a heavy quark is: 
= Q(x)(i7J - mQ )Q(x) 	 (4.4) 
It is possible to rewrite this Lagrangian as a series in i/m Q . The first step consists 
in introducing a set of two projection operators: 
12± 41±0) 	 (4.5) 
By means of these operators, one can define two fields: 
h(x) = e tmQP+Q(x) 
H(x) = e 1mQ'P_Q(x) 	 (4.6) 
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The physical interpretation of h and fi is evident in the rest frame, where they 
correspond to the upper and lower components of Q. It is possible to verify that: 
= 
6 III = —liv . 	 (4.7) 
The heavy quark Lagrangian is now rewritten as: 
Lhff = hiv Dh - [Iu (iv D + 2mQ)14 + iiilD± H + fiilP±h, 	(4.8) 
where D is the standard covariant derivative of QCD. The differential operator 
D1 is defined by: 
	
= lY - v'(v . D) 	 (4.9) 
and satisfies: 
vD1 =0. 	 (4.10) 
Now, inspection of ecivation  (4.8) shows that h is a massless degree of freedom, 
while H, corresponds to a degree of freedom of mass 277-1Q. At a classical level, 
it is possible to apply the equations of motion to eliminate the heavy degrees of 
freedom H (being interested in energy scales at which heavy anticivarks cannot 
be produced): 
(iv. D + 2mQ)H = 	 (4.11) 
This ecivation can be solved formally: 
fill1+ 
v D 	i' 
l 
2mQ ( 2mQ 
= 	1 	
/ ) 
i j h 	 (4.12) 
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giving a Lagrangian: 
1 - 	/ 	iv-D 1 
= hiv Dh + 	hiJD± Ii + ) iJ 1 h . 	(4.13) 2mQ \. 	2rn ,i 
Now, as long as m Q is large but finite, this Lagrangian leads to virtual processes 




This makes the Lagrangian non-local. Nonetheless, it is possible to rewrite it 
in terms of an infinite series of local terms. One can show that the condition 
k 2 < makes a geometric expansion possible: 
1 	(_.DY 
= Q 2m ) iJ/h 
 
2?n 
This result can be put back in the Lagrangian, which reacts: 
iiiv . Dh + 1 	t 
 (—iv D\ 
= 	
k 
2rnq 	 2mQ ) iJD
±h. 	(4.16) 
This Lagrangian can be written more explicitly as a series in 1/rnq 
Co 
rh = i 	 (4.17) 
n=O 770 
where the first term, corresponding to the limit rnQ -+ oo (dependence on rnQ 
has been analytically removed), is: 
,Co = 	Dh 	 (4.18) 
and the i/mq term, L, has the form: 
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= 1 I (D)21 + 	 . 	(4.19) 2m Q 3 
Z is, in the leading logarithmic approximation, the renormalisation factor of the 






It is quite interesting to evaluate the propagator of a heavy quark: 
.?Q  + 'ITiQ 




Applying equation (4.3), one can show that: 
g(PQ ) = 	+ o 	. 	 (4.22) 
\fl2Q) 
It is also possible to show that: 
P+-y1Y+ = 	. 	 (4.23) 





These two modified Feynman rules confirm the statement that the heavy quark 
is "seen" by the light degrees of freedom as a spinless scalar field. 
In the TnQ -+ oo bruit, the soft gluons of the brown muck can't resolve the flavour 
or the spin of the heavy quark. This corresponds to a SU(21'\fh) symmetry, where 
Nb is the number of heavy quark flavours. 
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A more formal derivation of the HQET Lagrangian, in the framework of path 
integrals, can be found in [9]• 
4.2.1 Mass independent meson state normalisation 
In the framework of HQET, it is common to express mesonic states in terms of 
the velocity rather than the momentum. This modified normalisation is related 







(M(v')A/I(v)) = 2E 
	
- 	 (4.26) 
4.3 Expansion of quark currents 




with F = {'y, y'ys}. These operators admit an expansion in terms of the currents 
of HQET [50]: 
3 
J(InQ, 7flQI) 	 C(/0J(1t) + 
1=1 
imn) 
+ 	 (p), 
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- 	2mQrnQF 
m = (4.29) 
fl2Q + TflQF 
and I.t is a subtraction scale. The operators of the first term of the expansion can 
be written as: 
= 	 (4.30) 
where [' = {-y,(y), —v 1 y5 ), —v 2 (y5)} (v and v' are the velocities of the two heavy 
quarks, Q and  Q'). The second term of (4.28) is a sum over all the operators 
Jmn) 
of higher mass dimension. The equality in (4.28) is not strictly correct: in fact, 
what should he compared is the expectation value of both sides. The expectation 
value of left hand side should be taken between states of the full theory, while 
that of the right hand side should be taken between states of the effective theory. 
Once this is done, one can show that: 
3 
(J(mQ,mQl)) = 	 + 0 (A 
	
(4.31) 
mQ I i=1 
The unphysical dependence of the expectation value of J upon the subtraction 
scale ,t is removed by the means of Renormalization Group Equation: 
(
6ijU 	
) C(ii/1t) = 0 	 (4.32) 
d1i 
where y  is the anomalous dimension matrix for the operators J. The coeffi- 
cients C(/i) are used to extract a set of it-independent coefficients that are 
the building blocks in the calculation of the radiative corrections to the Heavy 
Quark Symmetry. 
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4.4 Weak decay form factors 
The weak decay of a heavy-light meson is triggered by the interaction with an 
external current that can change the velocity and the flavour of the heavy quark. 
In particular, the matrix elements that describe the weak decays of a heavy-light 
pseucloscalar meson into a heavy-light meson are parametrised in terms of a set 
of form factors: 
(PS'(v')lh,'y,h v IPS(v)) = /z(w)(v + v'). + h_(w)(v - v'). (4.33) 
(V(v',i) hyh IPS(v)) = ih v (w)E11vv fi 	 (4.34) 
(V(v'. ii)lh yy5hPS(v)) = hA 1 (w)(w + 1)?7* - 	 (4.35) 
[hA 2 (w)v + hA 3 (w)v] (71* . v) 
where 
w=v.v' . 	 (4.36) 
v and v' are the velocities of the colour source the light degrees of freedom interact 
with before and after the insertion of the external current. The w variable is 
related to the momentum transfer q and the masses of the initial and final meson 
by: 
+ 7722







1 + in 1
iI i 	. (4.38) 2mMmM'  
All these form factors become related to each other in the infinite quark mass 
limit. In fact, as the heavy quark gets infinitely heavy, the theory acquires an 
additional flavour symmetry, and the interactions between the brown muck and 
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the heavy quark are described by a universal function e(w), known as the Isgur-
Wise function. 
Following [50], it is possible to show that: 
h(w) = [aj + (w; lflQ ; mgi) + yj + ...] ren(W) 	 (4.39) 
where 
	
= av = aA1 = 	aA3 = 1 	 (4.40) 
= CEA 2 = 0 
and ren  is the renorrnalisation group invariant Isgur-Wise function [50]. 
The 0 and -y functions are corrections to the heavy c1uark symmetry. These 
corrections are of two kinds: radiative QCD corrections (perturhative) and power 
corrections in the heavy civark masses (non-perturhative), here considered up to 
O(i/mq). The expressions for the radiative corrections have been derived in [50] 
as 
= /3(w,rn Q ,rnQ ',z) 
where z = rnQl/mQ is assumed to satisfy: 
z<1. 	 (4.41) 




corrections, with n = 0, 1 ; 2. The power corrections are non-perturhative in 
nature, and describe the breaking of the heavy quark symmetry. They can be 
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calculated within Lattice QCD, or using QCD sum rules [51]. 1-lowever, Luke's 
theorem [52] guarantees that, at zero recoil, there are no, to order l/rnQ, power 
corrections to hA 1 and h+: 
YA i (W)w=1 = 	= 0 (4) . 	( 4.43) 
4.5 The Isgur-Wise function 
The Isgur-Wise function is a fundamental quantity, and its knowledge is of 
paramount importance in the study of the non-perturbative aspects of the Stan-
clard IViodel. An important aspect of the Isgur-Wise function is its universality 
in the heavy quark limit: any weak decay of heavy mesons into heavy mesons 
can be described with this function, which does not depend on the masses of the 
rnesons. 
The Isgur-Wise function is real valued; furthermore, current conservation predicts 
that, at zero recoil (w = 1): 
= 1 . 	 (4.44) 
At small recoil (w 1), (w) is modeled as a linear function of w - 1: 
	
p2 (w - 1) + O((w - 1) 2 ) , 	 (4.45) 
where p 2  is the so called slope parameter: 
2 	(c1(w) 	. 	 (4.46) 
dw) w1 
Several models have been proposed for (w), that all agree up to 0((w - 1) 2 ) 
terms. They are [53. 54, 361: 
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+ ) exp [—(2 P2 
 1)w 
+ 
ISGW(W) = exp [_p2(w 
2 	2p2 
POLE(W) = ( w+1) 
(4.47) 
Theoretical constraints on the possible values of p2 have been derived by Bjorken 
[55, 56] and \/oloshin [57]: 
1 	- 'IYlQ 
p2 	2 + Em 	
(4.48) 
In this equation m,j and mQ are meson and heavy quark mass respectively. The 
energy E, is the energy of the first excited state of the meson. 
Chapter 5 
Quenched heavy-light decay 
constants 
5.1 Introduction 
Within the phenomenology of the weak interaction, the study of the decays of 
B and D mesons plays a crucial role. In particular, in order to extract the CP 
violating phase of the CKM matrix, it is necessary to know the decay constant 
.fB. More speci:Iically, one needs to know the combination fBV—BB, where BB is a 
phenomenological parameter that describes the B° - B° mixing, and is expected 
to be close to one. The decay constants of the D mesons are useful to the studies 
of non-leptonic decays of B mesons into charmed mesons [58, 59]. 
This chapter presents the results of a calculation of the decay constants of B and 
D mesons, at two values of ,8, within the quenched approximation. The action 
that was used in this work has been introduced in Chapter 2. 
In the infinite quark mass limit, in which the Heavy Quark Symmetry (HQS) 
is perfectly realised, the vector and the pseucloscalar decay constants become 
related. Therefore, in dealing with heavy quark systems, it is possible to use 
HQS to justify the form used to extrapolate the decay constants to the B scale. 
62 
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Table 5.1: Summary of results 
lB = 218 + 5it4 MeV 
ID = 220 ± — 24 MeV 
lB s  = 242 ± 4 MeV 
fD5 = 241 + 2t 3 MeV 
.fB/fB = 1.11±0.01it 
.fD/fD = 1.09 + 0.01i 
fB = 	22.6 + 	 +4.4  
fD 
1.3 = 	7.5 + 0 . 1 -+0.8  
= 	20.9 + 0.4 
.fD; 
0.9 = 	0 "+- 0.4  
fB:/fB = 0.92 + 0.01i 
fD:/1D = 0.98 + 
0.01+0.02 
 
Table 5.2: Some simulation parameters 
10 =6.2 3=6.0 
Volume 24 3  x 48 16 3  x 48 
Nconjig 216 305 
Nb 00t 1000 1000 
The results for the decay constants are given in Table 5.1. 
The first error quoted is statistical, the second is systematic (discussed later on). 
For the central values, the lattice spacing has been fixed by using the Sommer [60, 
611 scale 7-0 . 
5.2 Simulation parameters 
The calculation of the decay constants has been performed at two values of 0, 
6.0 and 6.2. Some important simulation parameters are listed in table 5.2. 
The ]'\'b00t parameter is the number of bootstrap resamplings. The values of the 
hopping parameters corresponding to heavy and light simulated quarks are shown 
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Table 5.3: Hopping parameters used in this work 
=6.2 P =6.0j 
0.12000 0.11230 




light 0.13510 0.13417 
0.13530 0.13455 
in Table .5.3. 
The four heavy quarks have physical masses around the charm scale, while the 
light quark masses are close to the strange quark mass. This means the extraction 
of the decay constant of the D meson will involve just an interpolation, while 
a long extrapolation is needed to extract fB.  This is a source of systematic 
uncertainty, and has been studied carefully. 
5.2.1 Improvement coefficients 
It is now necessary to list the improvement coefficients as they were used in this 
work. Although all the coefficients have been calculated in one-loop perturbation 
theory, it is desirable to use non-perturhative determinations whenever available, 
in order to remove all the 0(a) discretisation errors. In fact, the perturbative 
calculations are affected by discretisation errors of 0(cE 5 a). The ALPHA col-
laboration have provided non-perturhative determinations of cSw, CA, by, Z y , ZA. 
The b1  parameter has been extracted using non-perturhative methods only at 
= 6.2 [62], while a perturbative estimate exists at 18 = 6.0, that has been used 
in this work. A summary of the chosen determinations of the coefficients is given 
in Table 5.4. 
The determination of Cy is quite difficult and, at the time of this work, a definitive 
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Table 5.4: The improvement coefficients that were used in this work 
Coeff. =6.2 8=6.0 Ref. 7] 
CsW 1.614 1.769 NP [24] 
CA —0.0371 —0.0828 NP [23] 
Cv —0.0258 —0.0275 I3PT [63] 
ZA 0.8067(79) 0.7906(94) NP [24] 
Zv 0.7922(10) 0.7809(6) NP [24] 
bA 1.47(12) 1.44(13) NP [64, 65] 
bv 1.404(7) 1.477(7) NP [24] 
bill —0.652 —0.662 BPT [63] 
non-perturhative estimation was not available. The ALPI-IA determination of this 
quantity differs from the perturhative result by an order of magnitude, and has 
a ciuite  large uncertainty, like the determination by Battacharya et al.. For this 
reasons, the value used in this work is the one calculated in boosted perturbation 
theory. 
The values of the decay constants that are extracted using the different deterrni-
nations of CA and C\T are inconsistent with each other. A better determination 
of the improvement coefficients is cillite  important: some of the current deter-
minations are inconsistent with each other by one sigma or more. Therefore, 
the different determinations of the coefficients have not been taken into account 
when estimating the systematic errors. However, as more precise determinations 
become available, should they be substantially different, the results of this work 
would change in a significant manner. 
5.3 Pseudoscalar decay constant 
At zero momentum, pseudoscalar decay constants are defined as follows, in terms 
of the improved and renormalised axial current: 
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Zeff 	= Mpfp . 	 (5.1) 
Thus, it is necessary to evaluate on the lattice the masses of the meson states 
and the matrix element, via fits to the proper two-point functions. Masses and 
matrix elements are extracted from: 
C(t,p)= 	e(PA(t,)Pl (0))  
where P1 is the interpolating operator of a meson pseudoscalar state, with smear-
ing A. Asymptotically, 
e_EP (p)(T/2) 
C(t,j 	 (Z) 2 cosh [Ep(j)( - 	, 	(5.3)  t)] 
where 
Ep (j = \/p2 + M 	 (5.4) 
and 
ZPF = (OIPF(0)IP) . 	 (5.5) 
From the zero momentum correlator it is then possible to extract the masses and 
the fuzzed overlap amplitude Z'. Similarly, defining 
i e(OIA(0)P(,t)IO) 	 (5.6) 
by inserting a complete set of pseudoscalar states, one can show that 
C(t,j) 	_EP((T/2)Zfpsjnh [Ep(1) ( _)] . 
	(5.7) 
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From these two equations, follows a relation for the ratio of the correlators, at 
zero momentum: 
RG( 1)f P  M 
	
- c(t) 	EZ 
tanh [ 	 G - . 	( 5.8) 
Therefore ; fp can be extracted by a two stage fit: 
the fuzzed-fuzzed C(t) correlator is fitted and Mp and Z are extracted; 
keeping Mp and Z' from the first fit, the ratio in equation (5.8) is fitted, 
and fp is evaluated from the value of the plateau of the tanh function. 
5.4 Vector decay constant 
For historical reasons, the vector decay constant has a different definition: 
IvI,, 
= 	 (5.9) 
fv 
where c is the polarisation 4-vector. According to this definition, fv  is a di-
mensionless quantity. In this work, the three spatial components of the vector 
correlator have been averaged: 
Cvv 	= ( 5.10) 
j=1 
In partici1ar, asymptotically: 
Vv 	 3 eI1()(T/2) 	 IT 	
\1 
C(t,) 	 (Z) 2 cosh {Ev() 	_t)] 	(5.11) 
- 	Ev(i) 
At zero momentum it is possible to show that: 
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Table 5.5: Mass fit ranges 
1 PS [_\/ 
6.0 10-22 10-21 
6.2 12-22 12-22 
C&(t) 	1 	 (5.12) 
C'(t) -(Z)2 fv 
This means that, once the vector meson mass and the overlap factor have been 
extracted from a fit of C'(t), these parameters can be passed to a fit of the ratio 




VVf  t) uO ootain iv. 
5.5 Fit ranges 
The fit ranges for the masses were chosen on the basis of a study of the effective 
mass plots, and are summarised in the Table (5.5). Table (5.6) shows the ranges 
for the fit: 
T  
R(t) = R0 tanh 1114'p 	
\1
1-
2 - t1] 
I 	 (5.13) 
\..  
these ranges have been chosen according to the following criteria: 
. existence of aplateau; 
• stability of the value of the decay constant; 
• reasonable values of x2 Q. 
Tabulated values of the masses and the decay constants at each heavy-light conm-
bination can he found in the appendices. 
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Table 5.6: Decay constant fit ranges 
/3 	PS 	V 
6.0 14-21 15-23 
6.2 14-21 16-23 
5.6 Quark masses 
The values of the improved, RC invariant quark masses, defined by: 
phys 
TflQ = Zm ?nq (1 + bin cirnq ) (5.14) 
are shown in tables 5.7 and 5.8. The scale was set using 7'0 . 
Table 5.7: Improved, renormalised heavy civark  massses, in physical units. Bare 
civark masses are also shown. The scale is set using r0 . 
/3=6.2 	 /3= 6 . 0 
phys 	 phys 
amQ m Q (GeV) 	 anq rn 	(GeV) 
0.11200 0.485 1.75(4) 
0.1233 0.374 1.49(4) 
0.1266 0.268 1.16(3) 
0.1299 0.168 0.79(2) 
0.1123 0.756 1.40(4) 
0.1173 0.566 1.32(2) 
0.1223 0.392 1.08(3) 
0.1273 0.231 0.73(2) 
Table 5.8: Improved, renorrnalised light c1uark massses, in physical units. Bare 
civark masses are also shown. The scale is set using r0 . 	 -- 
/3=6.2 /3=6.0 
it 	CLTflQ ' Iys ?T1Q 	(IVIeV) Ft 	CL?T1Q 
phys  
?YtQ 	(lfVIeV) 
0.1346 	0.033 171(2) 0.13344 	0.050 180(1) 
0.1351 	0.019 101(2) 0.13417 	0.030 10(2) 
0.1353 	0.014 73(2) 0.13455 	0.019 71(2) 
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5.7 Extrapolation in the light quark mass 
Meson masses and decay constants are calculated at several unphysical values of 
the heavy and the light quark masses, and therefore have to he extrapolated to 
the physical values. In the case of a heavy-light meson, the simplest ansatz for 
the dependence of the mass and the decay constant on the light quark mass is 
linear: 
	
aX = ax + /3x añlq . 	 (5.15) 
Masses and decay constants are extrapolated in the light hopping parameter to 
1)0th ic and #, corresponding to strange and normal quark mass respectively. 
The normal quark mass is defined by: 
1 
= (rn + md) . 	 (5.16) 
The following table summarises the value of these parameters: 
/3=6.2 3=6.0 
0.13581ii 0.13525t criL 
tc n 0.13578ii 0.13520i 
0.13495t 0.13476ii 
Not surprisingly, the values of 'cijt  and t, are very similar. Physical light quark 
masses are determined as follows [66]. According to the PCAC relation, the 
pseucloscalar mesons satisfy: 
= B(rni + 77'12) 	 (5.17) 
The B parameter is extracted from lattice fits. Once a quantity is chosen to set 
the scale one has, in lattice units: 







The IKaon mass, 77-i 1. 7 , is taken to he: 
+ i4o) 	 (5.20) 
which gives 771K = 495.7(MeV). One can also use vector mesons, using the 
following equation: 
Mv = A + C(m i + 77-1 2) 	 (5.21) 
that gives: 




- A = 	 -
C 	
(5.23) 
The mass of the K*  meson is taken to be: 
+ ?nR.0) 	 (5.24) 
which is 893.9 (MeV). it has to he said that these two methods of extracting the 
strange quark mass are often not consistent: this uncertainty has been taken into 
account as a systematic error. 
Choosing 7-0 to set the scale, and applying (5.14), the strange quark mass is fixed 
around 120 MeV, whilst the normal quark mass is around 5 MeV. 
Figure (5.1) shows an example of chiral extrapolation of the pseudoscalar decay 
constant and mass. Extrapolated values of meson masses and decay constants 
can be found in the appendices. 
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amq 
Figure 5.1: The chiral extrapolation of the pseudoscalar decay constant and mass 
against light quark mass, at = 6.2, with 1 H = 0.1200 
5.8 Heavy Quark Symmetry 
As already mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, heavy civark  symmetry 
predicts a scaling behaviour for the decay constants [67]. In the case of pseu-
closcalar mesons, ii is possible to study the scaling by looking at the following 
function: 
	
(Mp) fp/ e(MB, Mp), 	 (5.25) 
where MB is the mass of the B meson and the function O(Mp) accounts for the 
logarithmic corrections to leading order: 
O(MB, 	
I(Mp)l —2/no 
(5.26) Mp) = 
[ s (MB)j 
16  is the one-loop determination of the QCD beta function: 
00 = 11 - 	 (5.27) 
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In the quenched approximation, nj 0, and Po 11. The QCD fundamental 
scale was chosen to be AQCD = 	= 295 MeV [68]. 
In the infinite civark  mass limit, is a constant. However, at large but not infinite 
values of the meson masses, scaling violations are expected. In order to extract 
these scaling violations, the function is fitted to: 
SID m p(Mp) = p (i + 	+ 
IVIp 
(5.28) 
Experimental determinations of the masses of the D and B mesons are then used 
to extract the values of the corresponding decay constants. In the case of vector 
decay constants, a similar extrapolation is performed: 




Figure (5.2) shows a fit of the p function at 0 = 6.2. The vertical lines indicate 
the inverse physical masses of the D and the B mesons, in lattice units, with 
two different choices of the cluantity  used to set the scale. In order to study 
the stability of the extrapolation, alternative fits have been done using only the 
heaviest three masses, and are shown in the figure. This issue has been considered 
in the evaluation of the systematic errors. 
In the heavy quark limit, the pseudoscalar and vector decay constants are related 
by a HQS relation [69]: 
	
M) = M = 
	 + O(i/M) 	 (5.30) + 4 
	
) - .fv.fp (i S a'3 (M) U(  
where IVI is the spin-averaged mass: 
V1 	
1'1 + 3Mv 	
(5.31) 
4 
It is possible to redefine the U function to eliminate the radiative corrections: 










0 	0.5 	1 	1.5 	2 
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Figure 5.2: The extrapolation of the pseudoscalar decay constant in heavy meson 
mass at 0 = 6.2. 
8 a(M)\ —1 
U(M) U(M) (1+ 	
) 	
(5.32) 
This function is calculated at each value of the extrapolated heavy meson mass, 
and then fitted to the following functional form: 
Wi 	W2 
	
U(M) = W0 + 	+ 	 (5.33) 
I-IQS predicts that w0 = 1; nonetheless w0 is left as a free parameter of the fit 
in order to verify the applicability of HQS. In a similar way, it is possible to fit 
sinmltaneously p  and v,  imposing 'yp = 'yv. This relation is modified by higher 







As was mentioned before, the extraction of the decay constants at the scale of the 
b c1uark involves long extrapolations, and it is necessary to estimate the systematic 
uncertainty arising from the alternative procedures that can be used: 
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functions are fitted linearly against 11M with the three heaviest masses; 
functions are fitted quadratically against i/Il/i using the four availal)le 
heavy masses 
The uncertainty coming from the choice of the method used for the extrapola-
tions were found to be significantly smaller than the error coming from different 
determinations of the lattice spacing. 
Extrapolations of the U(M) function show good agreement with the HQS pre-
dictions at 0 = 6.2, but not at 0 = 6.0 (see Figure (5.3)). This might he due 
to the presence of larger discretisation errors at 0 = 6.0 that spoil the scaling 
behaviour. At 0 = 6.2, the imposition of the constraint w0 = i does not make a 
sizable difference in the fit, while at 0 = 6.0 constrained and unconstrained fits 
are incompatible. Furthermore, linear and quadratic fits of U(M) are in good 
agreement only at 8 = 6.2. 
U() 








0 	 0.2 	 0.4 	 0.6 	 0.8 
1/M (GeV)' 
Figure 5.3: The HQS radiatively corrected U function, at ,8 = 6.0 and fi = 6.2 
A siniilar effect is seen when imposing the constraint 
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YP = 7v 
	
(5.35) 
Figure (5.4) illustrates this point. 
oD13=6.O 
	
0.6 	 • c1 3=6.2 
-- 	OHOS 
...... 	- 	. ...., 






N N 	..... 
0.3 
• 0 
0 	0.1 	0.2 	0.30.4 	0.5 	0.6 	0.7 	0.8 
1/M (GeV)' 
Figure 5.4: The extrapolation of the decay constants to the infinite civark  mass 
limit, with and without the HQS constraint. The solid (long dashed) lines show 
the extrapolation with the constraint at ,@ = 6.2 (/3 = 6.0). The dashed (dotted) 
lines show the extrapolation without the constraint at 0 = 6.2 (0 = 6.0). 
5.9 The decay constants 
Results for the decay constants at physical meson masses are shown in Table 5.9. 
The extrapolation in the heavy meson mass for the pseudoscalar decay constant 
at 0 = 6.2 is shown in Figure (5.2). The difference between a quadratic fit to 
all four points and a linear fit to the heaviest three can be seen. This has no 
effect for the D meson, but is one of the main uncertainties in the B meson decay 
constant. The dot-dashed and dashed lines show the meson masses (B and D) 
vith the scale set by r0, and m respectively. Although this effect appears small 
in the figure, once the explicit scale dependence of p(Mp) is considered, it is 
respOflSil)le for the largest systematic uncertainty in this calculation. 
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Table 5.9: The decay constants at both ,8 values with the scale set by 7-0 or rn 
and a quadratic (Q) or linear (L) fit for the extrapolation in inverse heavy meson 
mass. The quadratic fit uses all four heavy masses, while the linear fit uses the 
0 =6.2 	 3=6.0 
fp (MeV) 	 fv 	fp (MeV) 	 fv 
Q 	L Q 	L 	Q 	L Q 	L 
B 	218(5) 200(4) 22.6(7) 23.8(7) 196(6) 183(4) 18.9(8) 20.4(8) 
D 	220(3) 221(3) 	7.5(1) 	7.4(1) 206(3) 207(3) 	6.7(2) 	6.8(2) 
B 	242(4) 222(3) 20.9(4) 22.0(4) 213(4) 198(3) 18.1(5) 19.5(4) 
D 5 241(2) 242(2) 	7.3(1) 	7.3(1) 221(2) 222(2) 	6.9(1) 	6.8(1) 
B 	186(4) 169(3) 26.4(8) 28.5(8) 170(5) 158(4) 	21(1) 24(1) 
D 1197(3) 198(3) 	8.5(2) 	8.6(2) 	187(3) 187(3) 	7.5(2) 	7.5(1) 
?fl 	
B s 	212(3) 193(2) 23.5(4) 25.4(4) 189(3) 175(2) 19.8(5) 22.2(4) 
D 	221(2) 222(2) 	8.1(1) 	8.1(1) 204(2) 204(2) 	7.5(1) 	7.4(1) 
5.10 The KLM norm 
The action and the operators used in this work have been improved to remove 
all 0(a) discretisation errors. Nonetheless, it is possible to estimate higher order 
discretisation effects of the form 0((am)) using the KLM norm [70]. This nor-
malisation of the c1uark field is based on the comparison between a free lattice 




This means that, applying the KLM norm, the axial current is multiplied by: 
'1 + am 1 /1 + am2 
	 (5.37) 
At this point, one must he very careful. In fact, the KLM norm can't he used 
in this form when working with an 0(a) improved action: the 0(am) errors are 
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already accounted for. The KLM normalisation of the axial current has to be 
modified by dividing off the O(am) corrections. In fact, 
1 + am1 + am2 = 1 + (am i + am2 ) + 0((am) 2 ) 	(5.38) 
The factor multiplying the axial current is, then 
/1 + am i /1 + am2 
(5.39) 
1 + (am i + a?7.1 2 )/2 
Application of the IKLM norm does not make the decay constants of the D and 
the B mesons dramatically different. At 0 = 6.2, where the quark masses are 
in lattice units less than one half, the KLM normalisation of the axial current is 
close to one. The fact that masses are larger at 0 = 6.0 makes the KLM factor 
larger: fD and  .fB get larger by 2% and 8% respectively. 
5.11 Flavour-breaking ratios 
The flavour breaking ratios of the decay constants have been calculated and are 
presented in Table (5.10). This calculation has been performed in two different 
ways. The first method consisted in calculating the decay constants, extrapo-
lating them in 1)0th the light and heavy quark mass and finally in taking their 
ratios. The second method consisted in making ratios of decay constants that 
were extrapolated only in the light civark  mass; this ratios were fitted to civadratic 
functions of inverse meson mass (extrapolated in the light quark mass) and then 
extrapolated to the D and B scales. The two methods gave answers that were in 
excellent agreement with each other. 
5.12 Analysis of systematic errors 
The extraction of the decay constants is affected by several sources of systematic 
uncertainty, araising from the different pOSSil)le procedures that can he used. The 
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Table 5.10: Flavour breaking ratios 
.fB/fB 	1.11 + o.oiitg 	JB;/fB 	0.92 + 0.01i 
fD9/fD = 1.09 ± o.oitg fD;/fD* = 0.98 + o.oit 
systematic errors that are estimated are 
• choice of scale fixing quantity; 
• different value of 0; 
• heavy meson extrapolation (linear vs. quadratic); 
• uncertainty in strange quark mass; 
• different determinations of bA (only applies to the pseudoscalar case). 
The simulations were run at only two different values of 0, and therefore no 
continuum limit extrapolations can be attempted. The values at 0 = 6.2 are 
taken as central values ; the reason being that the agreement of the data with the 
I-IQS constraints seems to suggest that the dataset at 0 = 6.2 is closer to the 
continuum limit. The difference in the results is treated as a systematic error. 
The simulations also show that 0(a 2 ) errors are probably not small at 0 = 6.0, 
where the data are in poor agreement with the constraints imposed by HQS. 
It is evident that different determinations of the improvement coefficients induce 
systematic errors in the extraction of any physical cuantity. These errors have 
not been estimated, the only exception being the uncertainty arising from the 
different determinations of bA. 
In particular, an extraction of the decay constants has been done following Becire-
'ic et al. [71], using the determination of bA from boosted perturbation theory, 
fixing the scale with (a 1 = 2.75GeV), applying the KLM norm and choos-
ing a linear heavy extrapolation. The result for .fB,  172(3)Me\J, is consistent with 
Becirevic et al. (179(12)MeV). Preliminary UKQCD determinations of the decay 
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Table 5.11: Percentage systematic uncertainties. Central values correspond to 
the following procedures: using r 0 to set the scale at /3 = 6.2, a quadratic heavy 
quark extrapolation, the central value of bA, using m< to set the strange quark 
mass. 
Pseudoscalar fB fD fB. fD L L 
scale set by m,, 15 10 12 8 3 3 
0 =6.0 10 6 12 8 2 2 
heavy meson extrapolation 8 - 8 - - - 
coeff.bA 5 2 5 2 - - 
strange quark mass - - 2 2 2 2 
Vector fB fD fB; fD: j 
scale set by rn 18 17 14 12 3 3 
/3=6.0 17 9 14 6 4 2 
heavy meson extrapolation 7 - 7 - - - 
strange quark mass - - 3 1 2 2 
constants followed this procedure, omitting the KL1VI normalisation and using rn 
to set the scale [72, 731. 
No attempt was made to estimate the systematic error due to the quenched 
approximation. The systematic errors have been added in civaclrature, and their 
percentage values are presented in Table 5.11. 
5.13 Conckisions 
The decay constants and their ratios determined in this work are found to be 
consistent with analogous determinations of other lattice collaborations [74, 75]. 
However, a central value of the pseudoscalar decay constant has been found that 
is larger than the world average of quenched lattice determinations by about 20%. 
One of the reasons for this discrepancy has been identified in the systematic error 
induced by the choice of the quantity that was used to set the scale. 
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Comparison with some of the first estimates of Nf = 2 unquenched simulations 
[76, 77] shows that full QCD decay constants could be larger than their quenched 
determinations by about 15%. 
By the time this work was completed, a new determination of the improvement 
coefficients has been released by Bhattacharya et at. [78]. Using these new 
values, and setting the scale with f,., the analysis presented in this chapter has 
been repeated. The results are to he considered preliminary. 
The largest differences have been observed at 0 = 6.0. First of all, the values 
of the decay constants were found to he closer to the B = 6.2 determinations: 
scaling violations were below the 3% level. Furthermore, the HQS constraints 
were satisfied. These preliminary calculations confirm the importance of the 
availability of precise determinations of the improvement coefficients. 
At ,8 = 6.2, considering statistical errors only,preliminary results are: 
• fD = 208(4) MeV, .fB = 197(6) MeV; fD = 231(4) MeV, fB. = 223(6) 
MeV; 
• .fD* = 8.5(3), fB = 27(1) fD = 8.2(2), fm = 25(1) 
At present, these new results are being analysed and should be presented in a 
1)ublication. 
Chapter 6 
The B - D*101  decay 
This chapter contains the results of a lattice study of the semi-leptonic decay 
B - D*1i7 . 
6.1 Definitions 
The quantum matrix elements describing the decay B -* D*li  can he expressed 
in term of four form factors: 
(D* (v', 7]) IViB(v)) = ihv(w)€iivv 	 (6.1) 
(D* (v', i) IAIB(v)) = ' A1 (w)(w + 1)71* - [hA 2 (w)v + hA 3 (w)v] (71*  v) 
where w = 	v and 71 is the polarisation vector of the D* meson. Velocities and 




The matrix elements are extracted from the three-point function: 
82 
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C'7(y5, t, t) = 	 (6.3) 
where q = lc 
- 
p. Following the results in Chapter 3, this function can be written, 
at asymptotic times, as: 
- Zps (pj Zv() 
	
JLzI(7) qe_E\tY etx_ 	(6.4) 
- 2Eps())2E,(i) 
where the tensor JP'  is equal to 
= 	 (6.5) 
r 
The current J can either be the vector or the axial current. In terms of form 
factors, one gets 
VIII' 
- ihv(w) 	
(6.6) j pV = 
- \/1VIPSMV 
for the vector current, and: 













A 1~2, 	 114ps V ]I/Ips- 
for the axial current. The relation 




has been applied. 
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6.2 Extraction of the form factors 
The matrix element J contains the non-perturbative information about the 
B - D*ID 1  decay. The form factors h(w) can he extracted from the matrix 
element via equations (6.6), (6.7). The three-point function C7' can he written 
as 
C(j5, 	FJe 	 (6.9) 
where 
F 
= Zps _X_e_EPs t x 	 (6.10) 
2E5 2Ev 
and 
AE = E, - Ep . 	 ( 6.11) 
These factors are calculated using the parameters of the fits of the two-point 
functions. Recall that in this work t x = 28. 
Every matrix element is a function of the masses of three quarks: the light passive 
and the two heavy quarks involved in the interaction with the external current 
(the active and the extended). On the lattice, matrix elements are calculated on 
a set of different unphysical mass combinations. 
Now, several momentum combinations (initial, final) are considered: each of these 
is regarded as a "channel". For a given channel, as the form factors are functions 
of q2  = (p - k) 2 (or w), all the matrix elements for the same value of q2 , that are 
formally equal, can be averaged. Vector and axial matrix elements are considered 
separately. For each channel, once the averaging of equal operators is done, one 
is left with a set of different matrix elements that can he fitted simultaneously to 
extract the form factors: 
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yj(w; t) = i Fij 	 (6.12) 
where 	is a matrix of simple kinematic factors. The i index runs over all 
the different averages of matrix element components that are available in each 
channel, while thej index labels the different form factors: just one value in the 
vector case, three values in the axial case. 
For each kinematic channel, there is a set of equations for the matrix elements. 
All the distinct correlators are fitted simultaneously to a single exponential decay. 
In particular, the energy difference AE and the factors Fij are constructed using 
the parameters of previous fits of two-point functions and kept frozen during the 
fit. The values of the form factors at a specific value of w (or q 2 ) are the output 
of the fit. 
The matrix element JU  could have been extracted by taking ratios of two and 
three-point functions. In fact, the ratio: 
C"'(y, c 	, t) = 	 -. 	 (6.13) 
- t)C(k,t) 
becomes a constant in time as soon as the contamination of the excited states 
is suppressed. Nonetheless, the plateaus thus obtained were shorter than the 
plateaus of the matrix elements that were reconstructed using equation (6.9). A 
possible explanation is the following: the contamination of the excited states is 
sizeably smaller in the three-point functions than in the two-point functions, and 
the signal given by R' is spoiled by the lack of cancellation between numerator 
and clenoniinator in (6.13). 
Tables with the values of the form factors can be found in the appendices. 
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6.3 Kinematic channels 
A summary of the combinations of initial and final momenta that were considered 
in this work is given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Quoted momenta are expressed in 
lattice units of 12/(a7). 
In the extraction of the form factors, the following kinematic channels have been 
used: 
. channel 0: i= 0 -+ Ic = 
. channel 1: 1#1 = 0 -+ Jkl = 1; 
. channel2: Iii= 1— Ik= 0 ; 
. channel3: 1#1 =i-+li=i, j.i=i 
. channel 4: Iii = 1 -4 	= 1, j5. Ic = 0 
0 channel5:Ij=1-+IkI1,ik-1. 
The channels with 1 ICj > 	have been discarded for having a very poor signal to 
noise ratio. Furthermore, these channels would have not been used in the main 
calculations of this chapter, because they correspond to values of w (> 1.2) for 
which the approximations on the power corrections to the form factors don't hold. 
Table 6.1: Three-point function momenta with il = 0 
chan c7 	[[ chan chart 
1 (0,0,0)  0 
2 (-1, 0, 0) 3 
( 
0,-1, 0) 4 
( 
0, 0,-1) \/ii 
5 (-1,-i, 0) 6 (-1, 0,-1) 7 (0,-1,-1) 
S (-1,1,0) 9 (1,0,-1) 10 (0,-1, 1) 
ii (-i,-i,-1) 12 
( 
1,-i,-i) 13 (1,-1, 1) 
14 (-1,-i, 1) 
15 (-2, 0, 0) 16 
( 
0,-2, 0) 17 
( 
0, 0,-2) 
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Tal)le 6.2: Three-point function momenta with 5 = (1, 0, 0) 
[chan  k chan (7 
1 (-1, 0, 0) 
( 
0, 0, 0) 
(-1, 0, 0)  
/i 0 
2 (0,0,0) (1,0,0) 0\/1 
3 (-2, 0, 0) \/ yi 
4 (-1,1,0) (0,1,0) 5 (-i,-1,0) (0,-1,0) 
6 (-1,0,1) (0,0,1) 7 (-1,0,-i) (0,0,-i) \/ \/ii 
8 (0,1,0) (1,1,0) 9 (0,0,1) (1,0,1) 
10 (0,-1,0) (1,-1,0) 11 (0,01) (1,0,-1) \/i \/ 
12 (-1, 1, 	1) 
( 
0, 1, 1) 13 (-1, 1,-i) 
( 
0, 1,-i) 
14 (-1,-i, 	1) 
( 
















i,-i,-1) \/ \/i 
20 (1,0,0) (2,0,0)  /i 
6.4 Front vs. back side of the lattice 
Since the extension time-slice, t, was not chosen to he the mid-point of the 
lattice, correlators on the front and the back side of the lattice were different 
objects and could not be averaged. Therefore, a careful study of each fit has been 
performed on both sides of the lattice, checking: 
• goodness and stability of signals; 
• size of statistical errors 
The most important conseciuence  of the fact that the extension time-slice is not 
the mid-point of the time axis is that the time separation At = - t between 
operators in three-point functions is shorter on the back side on the lattice than 
on the front side. 
In general, as At grows: 
• the contamination of the excited states is exponentially suppressed; 
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the signal-to-noise ratio of correlators gets worse. 
Furthermore, since the lattice is periodic in time, three-point functions are con-
taminated by contributions of other time-orderings propagating in the opposite 
time direction. The signals corresponding to different time orderings are usually 
exponentially suppressed as they propagate around the lattice. When the lat-
tice is not symmetric, signals of different time orderings are more likely to he 
suppressed on the shorter side, having to propagate for a longer interval. 
By making the lattice asymmetric in time, one cannot improve the signal of the 
correlation functions by averaging the signals around the mid-point. However, an 
asymmetric lattice can he used to test whether contaminations of different time 
ordered correlators are sizeahie or not. 
6.5 Simulated quark masses 
The form factors have been calculated for different values of the hopping param-
eters of the three quarks involved in the decay. The available values of the mass 
of the active c1uark were four at 0 = 6.0 and two at 0 = 6.2 . There were four 
values of the extended civark mass and two values of the light passive quark mass 
at both values of 13. A summary is given in Table 6.3. 
6.6 Axial current renormalisation 
The matrix elements of the PS -~ V decay can be used to extract the axial current 
renormalisation constant, Z. In fact, at zero recoil, since (1) = 0 (Luke's 
theorem) and (1) = 1: 
Z?h1(1) = 1+13A1(1)+O 	 (6.14) 
\ Tfl) 
1 At /3 = 6.2, only two active heavy quark masses were simulated, because of disk space 
constraints that occurred in the data production phase. 
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Table 6.3: Summary of the hopping parameters 
/3=6.2 /3=6.0 
0.12000 0.11230 
active 0.12660 0.11730 
(A) - 0.12230 
- 0.12730 
0.12000 0.11230 
extended 0.12330 0.11730 
(E) 0.12660 0.12230 
0.12990 0.12730 
passive 0.13460 0.13344 
(P) 0.13510 0.13417 
where h 1 is the lattice determination of hA 1 and Z is defined in Chapter 2. 
The form factor at zero recoil is extracted from the channel: 
= i = 0 (w = 1) 
For this channel, one has: 
R0 = 	= 2/iMvh A1 (1) 	 (6.15) 
Not all the mass combinations can he used to extract Z. In fact, the cletermi-
nations of the radiative corrections are reliable only as long as the mass of the 
heavy civark  of the vector meson is smaller or equal to the mass of the heavy 
quark of the pseudoscalar meson. The number of mass combinations that satisfy 
this constraint is ten at 0 = 6.0, and four /3 = 6.2. 
h L A, (1) has been extracted from fits on both sides of the lattice. The fits on the 
back side of the lattice have been preferred in the end, since their determinations 
of the form factor were compatible with the front side determinations but had 
sizeably smaller statistical errors, as one can see in Figure (6.1). The values of 









0 front side (10-18) 
0 back side (30-38) 
10 	12 	14 	16 	18 	20 
Figure 6.1: R0 , at 0 = 6.2, with 'A = 1E = 0.1200 and i = 0.1346 
RO  on the hack side of the lattice have been superimposed on the values on the 
front side with the replacement t - T - t. 
Results at 1)0th values of 0 are shown in Figures (6.2) and (6.3), in compari-
son with a determination of Z done using ZA as determined by the ALPHA 
collaboration [24]: 
ZLPHA 
- 1 - 0.8496g + 0.0610g 
(6.16) 
- 	1 - 0.7332gg 
and found to be in reasonable if not excellent agreement. 
Throughout this chapter, axial and vector currents have been renormalised using 
the constants ZA, Zv as given by the ALPHA collaboration. 
6.7 The h A1 form factor 
hA 1  is the most precisely determined form factor for this decay mode. For all 
the kinematic channels that have been used in the extraction of hA 1 (0, 1,2, 3, 4), 
both the front and the back side of the lattice have been examined. The signal 
on the back side of the lattice was found to he much cleaner than on the front 
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Figure 6.2: Axial current renormalisation Z, at ,8 = 6.0 ) with ip = 0.13344. 
side. In several cases, the fits on the two sides of the lattice gave statistically 
incompatible answers. 
The most interesting feature of the hA I form factor is that it can he used to 
extract the Isgur-Wise function. In fact ) as long as power corrections can be 
neglected, the following equation can be used to extract the Isgur-\'Vise function: 
hA 1 (w) 
(6.17) 
- 1+/3A1(W) 
The radiative corrections have been calculated using the ecluations  in [50]. Now ) 
previous estimates of the power correction 7A1,  both in lattice QCD [79] and sum 
rules [51], suggest that YAI  can be neglected in the range: 
1.0 <w < 1.2 	 (6.18) 
At 0 = 6.0, the axial three-point functions for the heavy-light to heavy-light 
transition turned out to be very noisy, especially on the front side of the lattice 
and at non-zero recoil. On the back side of the lattice ) data were less noisy ) but 
did not allow for stable fits. In particular, no clear plateaus were identified. As a 
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Figure 6.3: Axial current renormalisation Z, at ,8 = 6.2, with 'p = 0.1460. 
available range in w to justify fits of the Isgur-Wise function. This could he due 
to large cliscretisation errors. 
Nonetheless, the axial matrix elements could be fitted cjuite reasonably at zero 
recoil, providing estimates of Z and (1). 
At ,8 = 6.2, the data were much cleaner, and the best fit ranges were found to 
he: 
• 12-16 on the front side; 
• 33-37 on the back side. 
Figure (6.4) shows the values of the radiatively corrected hA 1 as extracted from 
fits on the front and the back side of the lattice, at = 6.2, with ip = 0.13460. 
Figures (6.5, 6.6) show the radiatively corrected hA 1 (w) as extracted from fits on 


















0 front side fits (12-16) 
0 back side fits (33-37) 
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Figure 6.4: The radiatively corrected hA I form factor, equal to (w) up to power 
corrections, at = 6.2, for Icp = 0.13460, from fits on the back and the front side 
of the lattice 
6.8 Light quark dependence of hA 1 
As already mentioned, in the dataset that was used for this work, only two 
values of the light passive quark were available. Therefore, extrapolations of the 
form factors to the chiral limit or to the strange quark mass were not possible. 
Nonetheless, the form factors using the two different values of kp were compared. 
At 8 = 6.2 the difference in the result was smaller than the statistical error on the 
form factors for all the channels, suggesting that the form factors can he regarded 
as independent of the passive c1iiark mass. 
At ,8 = 6.0, the situation was similar, but the agreement was poor for channels 
3 and 4. Figure (6.7) compares the values of the form factor hA 1 calculated at 
the two different available light quark masses, using fits on the back side of the 
lattice. 
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Figure 6.5: The radiatively corrected hA 1 form factor, at ,6 	6.2, for ip = 
0.13460, from fits on the front side of the lattice. Different channels are shown. 
6.9 The hA2 and hA 3  form factors 
The hA 2 and hA 3  form factors can he extracted using all the available non-zero 
recoil kinematic channels. At zero recoil, in fact, these form factors do not con-
tribute to the matrix elements. 
At 16 = 6.0, no satisfactory extraction of hA2  and hA 3 was possible. In fact, these 
form factors were determined with errors that were very large (up to 100%). 
Even at 16 = 6.2, the fitting procedure has produced values for the hA 2 and hA 3 
form factors that were affected by very large statistical errors, on both sides of 
the lattice. Furthermore, it was not possible to extract these form factors using 
channel 3. 
In particular, the results were consistent with: 
hA 2 (w) = 0 	 (6.19) 
The results for hA 3  (w) were somewhat better. In particular, if one assumed the 
power correction 7A3  to be negligible, the data were consistent with the constraint 
e (1) = 1, as one can see in Figure (6.8). 
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Figure 6.6: The radiatively corrected hA 1  form factor, at ,B = 6.2, for Icp = 
0.13460, from fits on the back side of the lattice. Different channels are shown. 
Because of the extremely poor determination of hA2 and hA 3 , it was not possible 
to use the approximation y4 	0 to extract the power corrections 	and 'yA3 • 
An attempt was also made to extract the ratio: 
R2(w) 
= hA 3 (w) + 7çyhA2(w) 	
(6.20) 
'A 1  (w) 
In the heavy cjuark limit, R 2 (w) = 1, since hA2 = 0 and hA I = hA 3 . Figure (6.9) 
shows .R2 (w), at = 6.2. 
No clean signal was found. Furthermore, the results from kinematic channel 2 
seem to be systematically inconsistent with the other data points. However, the 
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Figure 6.7: The hA 1  form factor, at 0 = 6.2, for ttp = 0.13460 and ip = 0.13510 
R 2 	0.8(2) 	 (6.22) 
6.10 The h/ form factor 
The h V form factor can be extracted using the kinematic channels (1,2,3,4). 
Channel 0 is not useful since, for j = k = 0, ecluation  (6.6) shows that V 1" = 0. 
This form factor is not protected by power corrections. As a matter of fact, 
calculations based on QCD sum rules [51] suggest that the O(1/m Q ) corrections 
to li v are large. The power correction yv can be estimated by evaluating the 
following ratio: 
Ri(w) = h(w) 
	
(6.23) 
hA 1 (w) 
Figure (6.10) shows the racliatively corrected ratio R 1 . This result is in good 




R 1 = 1.18(32) 	 (6.24) 

















Figure 6.8: The hA 3  form factor, at ,8 = 6.2, for Ip = 0.13460 
Neubert's HQET estimate [81] is: 
R 2 	1.3(1) 
	
(6.25) 
Considering only values of w in the range 1.0 <w < 1.2, one can assume YAI 	0, 
and get the 0(1/77?,Q) power correction to the li v form factor: 
yv(w) 	R i (w)[1 +/9A (w)] 	[1 +/9v (w)] 	 (6.26) 
The extraction of hv(w) has been performed at both values of 0. In 1)0th cases, 
statistical precision dropped as w increased. 
The data for h, calculated with different values of the light quark mass, were 
statistically consistent. Figure (6.11) shows the results of the extraction of yv  for 
three kinematic channels with w in the desired range, at 0 = 6.2. The plot shows 
that the power correction yv  varies between 10% and 30%. 
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Figure 6.9: The R2 (w) ratio, at = 6.2, for ip = 0.13460 
6.11 The Isgur-Wise function 
For the reasons specified above, a study of the Isgur-Wise function was attempted 
at 0 = 6.2 only. 
The Isgur-Wise function has been fitted to the model: 
e(w) = i—p2 (w—i) 	 (6.27) 
Unconstrained fits were also attempted, as a consistency check: 
e(w) = (1) - p2 (w - 1) 	 (6.28) 
At 0 = 6.2, using values of hA 1 extracted from fits on the front side of the lattice, 
the results were (Figure 6.12): 
Fit 	1 	P2 	1 6(j) 	I x7d.o..f. 
constrained 0.9(4) 1 21.47/19 
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Figure 6.10: The R 1 ratio, at,@ = 6.2, for tp = 0.13460 
Using the values of hA 1  that were extracted in fits on the 1)ack side of the lattice 
gave the following results (Figure 6.13): 
Fit p2 (1) x 2 1d.0.f. 
constrained 
unconstrained 






In all the different cases, unconstrained fits were in excellent agreement with the 
(1) = 1 condition. 
6.11.1 Alternative models 
The data for the Isgur-Wise function have also been fitted to the different possible 
models (see Chapter 4), giving results that were consistent with the fit to the 
linear model. This was not a surprise, since the different models agree up to 
O((w - 1) 2 ) terms and fits were done in a range in which 
0 < (w - 1)2 < 0.04 
	
(6.29) 
The differences between the different models turn out to he smaller than the 
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Figure 6.11: Power correction yv  at 0 = 6.2, for Ip = 0.13460 
statistical errors on the data, showing that using different models for e(w) has 
only a small effect on the extraction on p2 from the dataset that was used, on the 
available fit range. 
6.11.2 Quark mass dependence of the Isgur-Wise function 
One of the most important features of the Isgur-Wise function, that derives from 
Heavy Quark Symmetry, is its universality. In other words, the Isgur-Wise func-
tion does not depend on the heavy civark  masses. This property has been tested 
for the lattice determination of the Isgur-Wise function. In Figure (6.14), for 
three kinematic channels, the values of e(w) at = 6.2 at the same w are plotted 
against average bare heavy quark mass. Dependence upon heavy quark mass is 
acceptal)ly small, except at arnq = 0.5 due to probable discretisation effects. 
6.12 Systematic error analysis 
The central values for the final results are defined by: 
• /3 = 6.2; 
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Figure 6.12: e(w) from fits on the front side of the lattice, at 	= 6.2, for 
ip = 0.13460 
• 	= 0.13460; 
• lattice spacing determined with 7-0; 
• form factor fits on the back side of the lattice. 
The following sources of systematic uncertainty have been investigated: 
• different values of ip; 
• choice of the scale fixing quantity; 
• momentum dependent systematic errors; 
• different models for e(w); 
• different determinations of CA. 
As has been mentioned, the differences between the values of the form factors 
when calculated with the two different available light quark masses are negligible. 
However, the fits of the Isgur-Wise function are slightly different. In particular, 
the variations are: 
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Figure 6.13: e(w) from fits on the back side of the lattice, at = 6.2, for rp = 
0.13460 
. constrained fit: Sp 2 	7%; 
. unconstrained fit: 8(1) 	2%, JP2 	1.5% 
Since the radiative corrections were calculated as ftmctions of quark masses, the 
effect of the choice of the scale fixing quantity was investigated. Two different 
determinations of the lattice spacing have been employed, at 8 = 6.2: 
• 	= 2.913 CeV from 7-0 
• 	= 2.544 GeV from m 
The systematic uncertainty thus introduced was of the order of 3%. 
Operators corresponding to different momenta have different systematic errors, 
whose effects on the extraction of the slope of the Isgur-Wise function have to 
he estimated. This estimate was performed in the following way: for each single 
kinematic channel with two or more values of w, the data for the Isgur-Wise 
function were fitted to all the theoretical models. Variation in the central value 
was within 10%. 















Figure 6.14: Heavy quark mass dependence of (w) at 0 = 6.2, for Ip = 0.13460 
As already mentioned, fits to the different models of the Isgur-Wise functions gave 
similar answers. The systematic uncertainty has been estimated to be around 7%. 
An extraction of the axial form factors has been performed putting: 
CA = 0 	 (6.30) 
i.e. switching the axial current improvement off. No sizable difference has been 
observed to the case in which CA was non-zero. This suggests that the statistical 
accuracy of the three-point functions is not high enough to resolve the contribu-
tion of the axial current improvement to the matrix elements of the B - D*l ii 
decay. 
6.13 Extraction of jVCb 
The differential decay rate for B —+ D*1 vi  can be written as: 
'IF 
- g(w)l 1'bj2 F2 (w). 	 (6.31) dw 
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The function c(w) is defined by: 
g(w) = 	?fl.(?flB - ?TID.) 2 \/"W 2 - lx 	 (6.32) 
48ir 3 
1 - 2vw + r2 
x[4w(w+1) 	 +(w+1)2] (i_r) 2 
where r = mD./mB. The .F(w) function is, around w = 1: 
(w) = T(1) [1 - a2 (w 2 - 1) + b(w - 1)2] 	 (6.33) 
where 
= 77A(i) + 0 	
2) 	
( 6.34) 
and 11A  is a radiative correction equal to 0.986(6). Experimental data for the 
decay rate are fitted using this formula, to get three parameters: 
00 = I VcbL91),01 = a20 = b . 	 ( 6.35) 
The CLEO collaboration quotes [82] 
00 = ( 35.1 + 1.9 ± 1.9) x 10 
01 = 0.84 + 0.13 + 0.08 
02 = 0.0 . 	 (6.36) 









- 	A1 / 
 
+ A1(1) 
+O(1/m). 	 (6.38) 
- 1  
At zero recoil, the values of 6at(1) are spread around one. From each of these 
values, an estimate of I I'b I can be extracted. The average of these quantities 
was chosen to be the central value, while the error bars have been estimated in 
a conservative way, mainly because there were only four different values. The 
error on I Vcb  I was taken to be half the interval between the highest and the lowest 
1)OSSible determinations of IVcb I. Therefore, this work's estimate of Vb is: 
MbI = 0.036(2)(1) (6.39) 
The c1uoted errors are statistical and systematic respectively. Systematic errors 
have been added in quadrature. 
This value is in good agreement with the currently accepted determinations. The 
Particle Data Group quotes the following range: 
0.037 - 0.043 
A consistency check has been clone in the following way: the value of eiat(')  was 
taken from the unconstrained fits of the Isgur-Wise function over the whole range 
of w. The estimates of 1Vbj thus obtained were in excellent agreement with the 
estimates of the former method. 
The estimates of hA 1 (1) at fi = 6.0 produced an estimate of IbI  that was in 
statistical agreement with the ,B = 6.2 result. 
6.14 Conclusions 
As stated above, no satisfactory fits of the Isgur-Wise function were possible at 
= 6.0. At 0 = 6.2, a discrepancy has been found between the fits on the front 
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and on the back side of the lattice. However the following facts have been noted: 
. data on the back side were much cleaner than data on the front side; 
. when different from the front side, back side signals were more stable. 
For these reasons, the results at 0 = 6.2, with fits on the back side of the lattice 
have been chosen as preferred numbers and as final results for this work. 
The slope of the Isgur-\'Vise function is estimated to be: 
p2 = 1.4(2)(2) 
	
(6.40) 
At the present time, several estimates of the slope parameter p2 are available, 
covering the range: 
0.6 < p 2 < 1.5 
The result presented in this work is broadly consistent with the other determina-
tions of p2 . Some of them are listed in the following table: 
[ 	
Authors 1 	p2 method 
Bagan [83] 0.8(2) sum rules 
Blok [84] 0.70(25) sum rules 
Burclrnan [85] 1.08(10) HQS 
Close [86] 1.4 HQET 
Hogaasen [87] 0.98 quark models 
iViorenas [88] 1.0 quark models 
Neubert [89] 0.66(5) sum rules 
\/oloshin [57] 1.4(3) sum rules 
This work's estimate is also in agreement with a previous lattice determination, 
performed on the same dataset, by G. Douglas [901 for the B —+ D decay. At 
= 6.2, the author quotes p2 = 1.2(1) and P.d = 1.1(2). 
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It is clear that the calculations presented in this work could he improved in a 
significant manner by increasing the number of gauge configurations. In particu-
lar, one would hope to be able to extract the hA 2 and hA 3 form factors with good 
statistics: the knowledge of these functions permits a better study of the differ-
ential decay rate for B -4 D*l i)i  and a cleaner extraction of More simulated 
active and passive civark  masses are also highly desirable, as they would permit 
solid investigations of the quark mass dependencies of the matrix elements. 
Appendix A 
Meson Spectrum and Decay 
Constants 
The following tables show the values of the masses and the decay constants for 
pseudoscalar and vector mesons, at both values of . 
For the extrapolated values of the masses and decay constants, the following 
parameters were used: 
1 	0 =6.2 0 =6.0 
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Table A.1: Heavy-light pseudoscalar and vector masses in lattice units at = 6.2 
and 0 = 6.0. Fit ranges are 12 - 22 at ,8 = 6.2 and 10 - 22 (P), 10 - 21 (V) at 
/3 = 6.0.  
/3=6.2 	 /3=6.0 
ttI4 	KL 	aMp aMy 	 KH 	 KL 	aMp 	aMy  
0.1346 0.841 0.S71t 	0 .13344 1.145t i.i88t 
0.1200 0.1351 0.823 0.856 0.1123 0.13417 1.121 i.i66t 
0.1353 0.817 0.848 0.13455 1.110 1.15S 
0.1346 0.739 0.775 0.13344 1.006 1.056 
0.1233 0.1351 0.721 0.759 0.1173 0.13417 0.981t 1.034t 
0.1353 0.714t 0.752 0.13455 0.969t 1.026 
0.1346 0.628t 0.673t 	0 .13344 0.S51t 0.915 
0.1266 0.11351 0.609 0.656t 	0 .1223 0.13417 0.S25t 0.8921 
0.1353 0.6021 0.6501 0.13455 0.8iit 0.8831 
0.1346 0.s05t 0.563t 	0 .13344 0.6751 0.7591 
0.1299 0.1351 0.4841 0.5461 0.1273 0.13417 0.6461 0.736t 
0.1353 0.476+1 0.5401 0.13455 0.63it 0.7271 
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Table A.2: Pseudoscalar and vector decay constants in lattice units at = 6.0. 
Fit ranges are 14 - 21(P) and 16 - 23 (V). 
afp fv(cvBPT) fv(cvNP) 
0.13344 0.111 7.9 12.7 
0.1123 0.13417 0.106 8.0 12.7 
0.13455 0.104t 8.0 12.5t 
0.13344 0.1091 7.11 10.3t 
0.1173 0.13417 0.104 7.2 10.3t 
0.13455 0.103t 7.2t 	1 0.2t 
0.13344 0.1056th 6.26 8.34 
0.1223 0.13417 0.1010t 6.31 8.3 
0.13455 0.099 6.3 8.2 
0.13344 0.1000 5.30 6.54 
0.1273 0.13417 0.0956 5.29 6.45 
0.13455 0.094 5.22i 6.3t 
Table A.3: Pseucloscalar and vector decay constants in lattice units at 0 = 6.2. 
Fit ranges are 14 - 21(P) and 15 - 23 (\/). 
KH 	L 	afp 	fv(cvBPT) fv(cvNP) 
0.1346 0.0889t 8.53 i0.2 
0.1200 0.1351 0.0844 8.8t 	1 0.4t 
0.1353 0.0828t 8.9t 10.5t 
0.1346 0.0867 7.61 8.81t 
0.1233 0.1351 0.0823t 7.79 9.0t 
0.1353 0.0808t 7.9 9.0t 
0.1346 0.0839t 6.62 7.46t 
0.1266 0.1351 0.0797 6.73t 	7.56t 
0.1353 0.0782 6.76 7.6 
0.1346 0.0792 5.57 6.11 
0.1299 0.1351 0.0754 5.60t 	6 .12 
0.1353 0.0740t 5.61t 	6 .12 
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Table A.4: Masses and decay constants at physical light quark masses. 0 = 6.0. 
ttj, 	aMp 	afp 	aMy 	fv 
,, 1.087±4 0.099±2 1.138+5 8.0+2 
0.1123 	




0.985 + 2 
0.098±1 
0.105 + 1 
1.005+5 
1.039 + 3 
7.2±2 
7.1 ± 1 
i 0.786 ± 3 0.095 ± 1 0.862 + 5 6.3 ± 1 
0.1223 
' 0.829 + 2 0.1019 + 9 0.897 ± 3 6.22 + 8 
i. 0.603 ± 2 0.090 ± 1 0.704 + 5 5.2 ± 1 
0.1273 
' 0.651 ± 2 0.0965 ± 8 0.740 ± 3 5.23 ± 7 
Table A.5: Masses and decay constants at physical light quark masses. 0 = 6.2. 
KH KL aMp 	afp 	aMy 	fv 
0.800 ± 2 0.078 ± 1 0.832 ±4 9.0 + 1 
0.1200 
' 0.828 + 2 0.0858 + 8 0.860 ± 2 8.6 ± 1 
0.696 + 2 0.077 ± 1 0.736 + 3 8.0 + 1 
0.1233 
i 0.726±1 0.0837+8 0.764±2 7.68±9 
0.583 ± 2 0.074 ± 1 0.634 + 3 6.8 + 1 
0.1266 
0.615 + 1 0.0810 ± 8 0.661 + 2 6.66 + 7 
ts 0.455 ± 2 0.070 ± 1 0.523 + 3 5.6 + 1 
0.1299 
0.491 + 1 0.0766 ±8 0.551 + 1 5.57 ± 6 
Appendix B 
The hA 1  form factor 
The following tables show the values of the renormalised (not radiatively cor-
rected) form factor hA 1 (w) ) at 0 = 6.2. 
The hA 1  form factor has been extracted from fits on the back side of the lattice 
(33 - 37). 
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Table B.1: kA = 0.12000, 0 -+ 	channel 
W 'A1 x 2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.0 0.95 2.01 
0.12000 0.13510 1.0 0.98 2.78 
0.12330 0.13460 1.0 0.94t •2.56 
0.12330 0.13510 1.0 0.97 1.16 
0.12660 0.13460 1.0 0.93 2.82 
0.12660 0.13510 1.0 0.98 1.46 
0.12990 0.13460 1.0 0.93t 3.34 
0.12990 0.13510 1.0 0.98 0.80 
Table B.2: kA = 0.12660, 0 - 0 channel 
W hA 1 x 2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.0 0.93 2.01 
0.12000 0.13510 1.0 0.94t 2.78 
0.12330 0.13460 1.0 0.92 2.56 
0.12330 0.13510 1.0 0.94 1.16 
0.12660 0.13460 1.0 0.89t 2.82 
0.12660 0.13510 1.0 0.94 1.46 
0.12990 0.13460 1.0 o.88t 3.34 
0.12990 0.13510 1.0 0.93t 0.80 
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Table B.3: /cA = 0.12000, 0 -+ 1 channel 
KE Ip w hA 1 x 2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.044 0.92t 1.99 
0.12000 0.13510 1.046 0.93t 2 1.18 
0.12330 0.13460 1.044 0.93t 0.92 
0.12330 0.13510 1.046 0.93t 0.75 
0.12660 0.13460 1.044 0.93 0.46 
0.12660 0.13510 1.046 0.94t 0.34 
0.12990 0.13460 1.044 0.95t 2.04 
0.12990 0.13510 1.046 0.96ii 0.84 
Table B.4: kA = 0.12660, 0 -+ 1 channel 
'A x 2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.073 0.84 1.99 
0.12000 0.13510 1.077 0.84t 1.18 
0.12330 0.13460 1.073 0.83 0.92 
0.12330 0.13510 1.077 0.S4t 0.75 
0.12660 0.13460 1.073 0.83 0.46 
0.12660 0.13510 1.077 0.84 0.34 
0.12990 0.13460 1.073 0.84t 2.04 
0.12990 0.13.510 1.077 0.85 0.84 
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Table B.5: lcA = 0.12000, f -* 6 channel 
W 'A1 x 2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.047 0.90 0.35 
0.12000 0.13510 1.049 0.91t 0.27 
0.12330 0.13460 1.062 0.89t 0.22 
0.12330 0.13510 1.064 0.89 0.19 
0.12660 0.13460 1.083 0.87 0.10 
0.12660 0.13510 1.088 0.88t 0.11 
0.12990 0.13460 1.126 0.84 0.07 
0.12990 0.13510 1.137 0.85 0.07 
Table B.6: kA = 0.12660, 1 -+ 0 channel 
hA 1 x 2 /(do.f) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.047 0.86 0.47 
0.12000 0.13510 1.049 0.86t 0.41 
0.12330 0.13460 1.061 0.S4t 0.39 
0.12330 0.13510 1.064 0.84t 0.33 
0.12660 0.13460 1.083 0.81 0.26 
0.12660 0.13510 1.088 0.82t 0.22 
0.12990 0.13460 1.126 0.78 0.18 
0.12990 0.13510 1.137 0.79 0.16 
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Table B.7: kA = 0.12000, 	-+ i (parallel) channel 
h 1 x 2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.000 0.98 4.46 
0.12000 0.13510 1.000 0.97t 1.72 
0.12330 0.13460 1.001 0.97 4.27 
0.12330 0.13510 1.001 0.96 1.59 
0.12660 0.13460 1.006 0.97 3.80 
0.12660 0.13510 1.006 0.96 1.48 
0.12990 0.13460 1.020 0.97 2.76 
0.12990 0.13510 1.023 0.96 1.05 
Table B.8: kA = 0.12660, 1 - 1 (parallel) channel 
w h, x 2 /(do.f) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.003 0.92 8.21 
0.12000 0.13510 1.003 0.91t 3.73 
0.12330 0.13460 1.000 0.92 8.39 
0.12330 0.13510 1.001 0.90 3.60 
0.12660 0.13460 
1.000 . 0.91t 7.04 
0.12660 0.13510 1.000 0.90t 3.19 
0.12990 0.13460 1.007 0.91 5.72 
0.12990 0.13510 1.008 0.89 2.19 
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Table B.9: kA = 0.12000, f 	f (orthogonal) channel 
w hA 1 x2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.094 0.82 9.07 
0.12000 0.13510 1.098 0.83 4.18 
0.12330 0.13460 1.108 0.82t 9.25 
0.12330 0.13510 1.113 0.82 3.94 
0.12660 0.13460 1.131 0.80 9.31 
0.12660 0.13510 1.139 0.80 4.19 
0.12990 0.13460 1.176 0.77 10.09 
0.12990 0.13510 1.189 0.78 4.84 
Table B.10: kA = 0.12660, f - I (orthogonal) channel 
W 'A1 x2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.124 0.75t 13.30 
0.12000 0.13510 1.130 0.75 7.47 
0.12330 0.13460 1.138 0.74 14.10 
0.12330 0.13510 1.145 0.73t 6.83 
0.12660 0.13460 1.162 0.73t 12.07 
0.12660 0.13510 1.172 0.71t .5.88 
0.12990 0.13460 1.208 0.69 10.72 
0.12990 0.13510 1.224 0.69 5.15 
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Appendix C 
The hV form factor 
The following tables show the values of the renormalised (not radiatively cor-
recteci) form factor hv(w),  at both values of fi. 
The liv  form factor has been extracted from fits on the front side of the lattice 
(12 - 16). 
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Table C.1: kA = 0.11230, 6 - 1 channel 
w hv  x 2 /(dof) 
0.11230 0.13344 1.053 1.17i 0.72 
0.11230 0.13417 1.055 i.iit 0.19 
0.11730 0.13344 1.053 1.19t 0.65 
0.11730 0.13417 1.055 1.14+30 -29 0.19 
0.12230 0.13344 1.053 1.22 0.60 
0.12230 0.13417 1.055 1.16 +26 -26 0.31 
0.12730 0.13344 1.053 1.29t 0.74 
0.12730 0.13417 1.055 1.22t 0.89 
Table C.2: kA = 0.11730, 6 -* I channel 
w hv x 2 /(do.f) 
0.11230 0.13344 1.067 1.22+ 18 -17 0.61 
0.11230 0.13417 1.070 1.18 0.13 
0.11730 0.13344 1.067 1.23- 0.55 
0.11730 0.13417 1.070 1.19t 0.12 
0.12230 0.13344 1.067 1.23 0.53 
0.12230 0.13417 1.070 1.20t 0.21 
0.12730 0.13344 1.067 1.29t 13 14 0.66 
0.12730 0.13417 1.070 1.24+23 -22 0.66 	- 
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Table C.3: kA = 0.12230, 0 - I channel 
w hv x 2 /(dof) 
0.11230 0.13344 1.088 1.26t 0.47 
0.11230 0.13417 1.093 1.23t 0.08 
0.11730 0.13344 1.088 1.25 0.43 
0.11730 0.13417 1.093 1.22 +29 -27 0.07 
0.12230 0.13344 1.088 1.23 0.43 
0.12230 0.13417 1.093 1.21t 0.11 
0.112730 0.13344 1.088 1.26+ 13 0.50 
0.12730 0.13417 1.093 1.24 0.38 
Table C.4: kA = 0.12730, 	-+ I channel 
w h v x 2 /(dof) 
0.111230 0.13344 1.126 1.24+ 20 -19 0.47 
0.11230 0.13417 1.133 i.i8t 0.18 
0.11730 0.13344 1.126 1.21 0.40 
0.11730 0.13417 1.133 1.17t 0.14 
0.12230 0.13344 1.126 1.17 0.36 
0.12230 0.13417 1.133 1.15 0.10 
0.12730 0.13344 1.126 1.19 0.36 
0.12730 0.13417 1.133 1.18 0.13 
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Table C.5: kA = 0.11230, ii -* 	channel 
fp w hv  x 2 /(dof) 
0.11230 0.13344 1.057 0.94 0.13 
0.11230 0.13417 1.060 0.91t 0.34 
0.11730 0.13344 1.073 1.01 0.07 
0.11730 0.13417 1.077 
1.01+49 
 0.25 
0.12230 0.13344 1.101 1.04i 0.22 
0.12230 0.13417 1.108 1.09t 0.45 
0.12730 0.13344 1.157 1.08 0.81 
0.12730 0.13417 1.170 1.17
+48 
-45 1.15 
Table C.6: kA = 0.11730, 1 - 0 channel 
w hv x 2 /(do.f) 
0.11230 0.13344 1.057 0.96
+211 
-26 0.22 
0.11230 0.13417 1.060 0.91it 0.58 
0.11730 0.13344 1.073 1.01 0.07 
0.11730 0.13417 1.077 1.00 0.45 
0.12230 0.13344 1.101 1.04t 0.16 
0.12230 0.13417 1.108 1.06 
+
-41 0.60 
0.12730 0.13344 1.157 1.05t 0.66 
0.12730 0.13417 1.170 i.iot - 	1.25 
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Table C.7: kA = 0.12230, 1 - 	channel 
w h v  x 2 /(dof) 
0.11230 0.13344 1.057 0.97 0.40 
0.11230 0.13417 1.060 0.91t 0.79 
0.11730 0.13344 1.073 1.02 +26 -25 0.12 
0.11730 0.13417 1.077 0.99 0.56 
0.12230 0.13344 1.101 1.02 0.06 
0.12230 0.13417 1.108 1.03t 0.57 
0.12730 0.13344 1.157 0.99t 0.37 
0.12730 0.13417 1.170 1.02 +40 -38 1.08 
rfal)le C.8: kA = 0.12730, f 	channel 
w h v  x 2 /(do.f) 
0.11230 0.13344 1.057 0.99t 0.69 
0.11230 0.13417 1.060. 0.91t 0.9.5 
0.11730 0.13344 1.073 1.02 +29 -29 0.31 
0.11730 0.13417 1.077 0.97+ 50 -47 0.62 
0.12230 0.13344 1.101 0.97 0.10 
0.12230 0.13417 1.108 0.97t 0.44 
0.12730 0.13344 1.157 0.89t 0.14 
0.12730 0.13417 1.170 0.89 0.60 
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Table C.9: kA = 0.11230, 1 - 1 (orthogonal) channel 
w li v  x 2 /(dof) 
0.11230 0.13344 1.113 0.99t 0.97 
0.11230 0.13417 1.118 0.72+64 -64 0.91 
0.11730 0.13344 1.131 0.98 0.96 
0.11730 0.13417 1.137 0.76 0.96 
0.12230 0.13344 1.160 0.95t 0.93 
0.12230 0.13417 1.169 0.79t 1.04 
0.12730 0.13344 1.218 0.95 0.91 
0.12730 0.13417 1.235 0.82+66 
- 60 1.20 
Table C.10: kA = 0.11730, 1 - I (orthogonal) channel 
W li v x 2 /(do.f) 
0.11230 0.13344 1.128 1.07 0.90 
0.11230 0.13417 1.133 0.86t 0.84 
0.11730 0.13344 1.145 1.06 0.87 
0.11730 0. 1 34 17 1.152 0.90 0.88 
0.12230 0.13344 1.175 i.oit 0.82 
0.12230 0.13417 1.185 0.91 0.94 
0.12730 0.13344 1.234 0.99 0.79 
0.12730 0.13417 1.252 0.91 1.09 
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Table C.11: kA = 0.12230, f - I (orthogonal) channel 
lcp U hv x 2 /(do.f) 
0.11230 0.13344 1.150 1.18 0.7.5 
0.11230 0.13417 1.158 1.01 0.69 
0.11730 0.13344 1.168 1.16 +33 -34 0.69 
0.11730 0.13417 1.177 1.06tg 0.69 
0.12230 0.13344 1.198 1.10t 0.63 
0.12230 0.13417 1.210 1.06 0.72 
0.12730 0.13344 1.259 1.06t 0.61 
0.12730 0.13417 1.279 1.06 0.86 
Table C.12: kA = 0.12730, 1 -* 1 (orthogonal) channel 
w hv x 2 /(dof) 
0.11230 0.13344 1.190 i.27t 0.54 
0.11230 0.13417 1.201 1.12t 0.49 
0.11730 0.13344 1.209 1.27 +37 -38 0.49 
0.11730 0.13417 1.221 1.20 0.46 
0.12230 0.13344 1.240 1.21 +34-35 0.44 
0.12230 0.13417 1.255 1.23 +55 -56 0.46 
0.12730 0.13344 1.302 1.16t 0.44 
0.12730 0.13417 1.327 1.25t 0.56 
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Table C.13: kA = 0.12000. 0 -4 1 channel 
1 E ip W liv x 2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.044 1.22t 2.32 
0.12000 0.13510 1.046 1.21 2.56 
0.12330 0.13460 1.044 1.23 2.21 
0.12330 0.13510 1.046 1.21 2.41 
0.12660 0.13460 1.044 1.27 2.10 
0.12660 0.13510 1.046 1.24+8 2.30 
0.12990 0.13460 1.044 1.34 2.32 
0.12990 0.13510 1.046 1.30 2.33 
Table C.14: kA = 0.1.2660, 0 - I channel 
w liv  x 2 /((Iof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.073 1.21t 1.79 
0.12000 0.13510 1.077 1.19t 11.91 
0.12330 0.13460 1.073 1.20 1.77 
0.12330 0.13510 1.077 1.17 11.93 
0.12660 0.13460 1.073 1.21 1.77 
0.12660 0.13510 1.077 i.iSt 1.67 
0.12990 0.13460 1.073 1.23 2.49 
0.12990 0.13510 1.077 1.19t 2.69 
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Table C.15: kA = 0.12000, f -+ 0 channel 
Icp w hv x 2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.047 1.22t 0.92 
0.12000 0.13510 1.049 1 . 15+-13 1.01 
0.12330 0.13460 1.061 1.21t 1.14 
0.12330 0.13510 1.064 1.13 1.31 
0.12660 0.13460 1.083 1.21 1.33 
0.12660 0.13510 1.088 1.15t 1.55 
0.12990 0.13460 1.126 1.23 1.89 
0.12990 0.13510 1.137 1.18 1.69 
Table C.16: kA = 0.12660, 1 -* 0 channel 
W hv x 2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.047 1.25ji 1.04 
0.12000 0.13510 1.049 1.18 1.10 
0.12330 0.13460 1.061 1.22t 1.35 
0.12330 0.13510 1.064 1.15 1.58 
0.12660 0.13460 1.083 1.20 1.69 
0.12660 0.13510 1.088 1.14 1.92 
0.12990 0.13460 1.126 i.i8t 1.88 
0.12990 0.13510 1.137 1.13 1.69 
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Table C.17: kA = 0.12000, f - 	f (orthogonal) channel 
w h v  x 2 /(dof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.094 1.17t 3.81 
0.12000 0.13510 1.097 1.14 2.42 
0.12330 0.13460 1.108 1.14 4.19 
0.12330 0.13510 1.113 1.13t 12 13 2.73 
0.12660 0.13460 1.131 1.12t 4.68 
0.12660 0.13510 1.138 1.11 2.86 
0.12990 0.13460 1.176 1.11 4.81 
0.12990 0.13510 1.189 1.10 2.71 
Table C.18: kA = 0.12660, f -+ I (orthogonal) channel 
w x 2 /((Iof) 
0.12000 0.13460 1.124 i.iot 4.02 
0.12000 0.13510 1.130 1.08t 2.74 
0.12330 0.13460 1.138 1.06 4.46 
0.12330 0.13510 1.145 1.04i 2.91 
0.12660 0.13460 1.162 1.03 5.11 
0.12660 0.13510 1.172 1.00 3.07 
0.12990 0.13460 1.208 0.97th 4.98 
0.12990 0.13510 1.224 0.95 2.87 
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